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M c C a f f r e y m u m on athletics

Delays continue for *Money' main
concern raised
University C e n t e r
4

Unknown hitches continue
delay the opening ol seven
utilities '» the University
tenter and no one is quite sure
exactly when operations in the
ne w complex will get under

10

When will the Center open?

•••

wayUOP planning director and
architect Leonard Abbott was

not available for comment.
•|t is unknown w hen we
nill be granted beneficial
occupancy."
commented
oentcr director Gary
KleeThere is talk, however,
nwn
thai it will be around Nov. 15."
Beneficial
occupancy
jolors to the array of legal and
financial
responsibilities
between the contractor and
university that exist when thecampus is allowed to begin
operations, even before the
center is completed.
Three
food
facilities,
including the Kathskellar pizjuria. Redwood Room smorgy
and the Mull (similar to the
End Zone), in addition to the
theatre, bookstore. ASUOP
office and ASUOP grocery
store were all scheduled to
open Oct. 15.
Construction workers have
hinted that at least the studentrun Kathskellar food facility
could be ready by Nov. IB.
Kathskellar manager Jim
Harrington said that he "didn't
know when things would gel
going' in the pizzaria.

on >ap' night

just lor c lasses?"
Winlerbcrg responded by
saying that "Seventy-live per
cent of the tuition is put into
instructional services."
"Since
the
University
Center hasn't opened yet. will*
the $12.50 fee charged students
this semester lor the complex
be rebated?" another student
inquired. Winlerbcrg replied
that the money w ill go right
into the Center programs,
and would not be reflated.
One
student
asked
Dochterman about how thegilt
and endowment situation was
progressing at the university.
The vice president asserted
that the endowments have
been going up each year and
that this year have reached
over $800,000.
Chambers
was
asked
about the role of the Affirm
ative Action programs for
minorities. "It deals mostly
with faculty and administra
tion." Chambers explained.
"It is involved with cheeking
discrimination in admissions,
MANY QUESTIONS dealt
financial aids, in the scholar
with tuition costs. One student
ship
programs, etc."
asked. Is any ol the tuition
money getting channeled into
other departments, such as the
see RAP NIGHT pg. eight
University Center, rather than

Money w as the key topic ol
discussion at the ASl OP
student-administration
rap
night Tuesday, where Presi
dent Stanley K. Mel'allrey
declined comment after being
questioned about
I OP s
"seemingly greater eonceru
lor intereollegiate athletics
over academies.
Five aduiinistralorsaii(Lfb
students showed up at the
session.
Administrators
present were McUatlrcy \ ice
Presidcnt-Kxecutive Assistant
Ulillord Dochterman. Finan
cial Vice President Robert
Winlerbcrg. Acting Academic
Vice President Ulillord Hand
and Dean Judith C hambers
"With the amount ol
scholarships gi\ en annually, it
appears
that
I Ol' has
seemingly greater conc ern lor
athletics.
commented one
student. Met allrcy reiuscd to
comment,
saying that
a
meeting coining up soon would
discuss this issue.

At UOP lost Tuesday

Af Tuesday's 'rap' session
Acting Academic Vice President Clifford Hand (left).
President Stanley K. McCaffrey and Dean Judith Chambers
discuss some of the questions asked of them during Tuesday
night's administration-student 'rap' session
in
the
President's Dining Hall. Approximately 8(1 students attended
the question and answer session. Also present were \icc
President-Executive Assistant Clifford
Dochterman and
Financial Vice President Robert Wiiilerhcrg.

Colliver speaker

'Growth' encouraged
by speaker Clinebell
By JIM SLACK
The
18th
annual
Colliver Lectures were held
early this week featuring Dr.
Howard J. Clinebell Jr. speak
ing on the possibilities of
growth and liberation in mar-

Angela Davis protests
trial of DVI prisoners

Paul Kairbrook. director"
of auxiliary services, was also
not available for comment.

;

Mark Rogo. ASUOP vice
president and manager ol the
ASUOP grocery store, said
i that operations would begin in
store Nov. 18. The grocery
carry "quick-stop and
ichie-type food" and will
ide a deli area.

riage and tamih relation
ships.
Clinebell. who has written
a number ol books on litis and
related subjects, pointed out
several problems in lamilial
relationships and show ed how.
through carelul guidance and
communication, they might be
alleviated.
"The root problem of
many of our lamilics.
he
stated, "is that w e have lost our
sense of community, arc no
longer putting down roots and
so are becoming more and
more alone."

IN
MONDAY
night's
inmates.
ol democracy in this country
"Draw some signs—We
leclure. he pointed to several
and those people arc our very
Want Justice For Allen and
studies ol marital relation
In front of an over leaders."
Graham.' Get some petitions
ships showing that even good
She spoke of the "doublecapacity crowd in Raymond
"The ASUOP oltices will,
going. Build a committee, on
marriages
can
improve
standard ol justice confirmed
Great Hall lust Tuesday, a
moving into the center in
campus to organize a protest. "
through "growth groups" de
by
the
acts
of
Hu
young black woman spent 45
ul four weeks." Rogo
She asked for someone to
signed to strengthen and en
man—Richard I am not a
minutes explaining why sheorganize
the
protest
at
I
OR.
rich communication among
crook' Nixon."
was "not happy to be here."
husband, wife and children.
and Marci Oni. a Raymond
"1 gel very upset when I
Pacific bookstore inanaAngela Davis, one ol the
These counseling groups. In
student, volunteered her time.
see him hiding out in a hospital
A1 Pot lichen stated that lie
lust among a vanishing breed
When she was finished
stated. "will help us get in
with
his
executive
pardon
also "unsure" as to when
touch with more of our po
man sit impatiently in the pizzaria. wondering of radical speakers created by
speaking. Gloria Smith, of the
when
brothers
Allen
and
new bookstore in the center
Continued delays in the opening of the
when the food facility can gel underway. the tumuli of the '60s. was in
tential through marriage."
National Committee, for the
Graham are lacing the
Id gel underway
Nobody
University Center have left most facility direc
Freedom
ot
Political
BOTTOM PHOTO: Contractors for the Rock Stockton to protest the treat
Clinebell
mentioned
possibility of going to the gas
tors and managers scratching their heads, as
loltl inc anything about
Prisoners,
responsible for
several goals of these mar
Construction Company Earl Westra (left) and ment and trial ol two inmates
chamber," she said.
to when the various operations can begin.
'n we ll be able to move m.
riage growth groups. First,
bringing Davis to UOP. urged
Ralph Anderson go over what is hoped to be up on charges of murdering a
She emphasized near the
PHOTO:
Kathskellar
manager
Jim
eminent cd.
they
must "help us to re
members
of
the
audience
to
last-minute plans towards completion of the guard at the Deuel Vocational
end of her formal speech that
Institute (DYIi near Tracy.
Harrington (left) and employee Michael Wulfexamine our ow n values, help
come up front and sign a peti
"It has become increasingly
center.
Photos by Sue Sharek
She talked of many things
us discover what is our own
tion protesting Allen and
clear that if we don't do some
concerning the trial of Eugenelatent marriage." Second. Ilie.v
Graham's
situation.
thing it's going lo be too laic for
Allen and Ernest Graham, the
must "deal with the changing
Davis was immediately
the blacks, the Chieanos. our
two inmates.
roles in society ol men and
'engulfed by 26 lo 30 people from
Indian brothers and sisters
—How the proceedings
women." He especially em
the crowd and live minutes
and the masses of while"unfolded
in
a
racist
phasized the need lor us to get
later she left, with the crowd
people."
atmosphere."
together, by sex first, it necstill surrounding her.
She
was
referring
to
taking
to $1.61 for Bulferin and up to
— How.
during
jury
cessarv. lo discover "what
All attempts to reach
vitamins to shaving cream. (A
The paid positions of
$1.13 for Tampax could be selection, "spectators were some action against the
Consumers can save over
Davis lot-comment were lulile.
each sex is all about.
complete
list
of
all
21
items
handling
of
the
trial
ol
the
D\
1
wis, entertainment and
saved
by
the informed
30 percent on the purchase ol
barred from the courtroom.
used is appended to his press
The risk of stilling onesoll
'Py editor
for
the
shopper.
This sounds like l'ac-isni to me.
oiSriesundo»«-- l M < S W
in marriage is very real, Cline
release).
wifican newspaper are
-that three store managers
drugs at local stores, accord^
This was a public' trial but the
bell noted, but through a
Prices were recorded lor a
'vn for the spring scmcsreleased this
refused to let NorCal PIRG
public was locked out."
ins
to
o
survey
.
,.
program like HFGS (Healthy
R
uniform
size
and
brand
ol
each
T- The sports and entersurveyors complete their price
—She talked of
the
Family Growth System). the
product. To insure the survey's
'innient posts require a
check. Two didn't want their
similarities between this trial
(Northern California
husband and w ile are taught an
accuracy, all store managd s
^'kground in journalism,
prices publicized, and one
and the ussusination ol George
Interest Research Grou£>u
awareness
of
their
own
were shown the survey results
background in grammar
Jackson.
NorCal PIRG. is ' ^ and were asked to initial them claimed that permission' had
strengths and weaknesses and
I d'comniended
for the
to be secured from a regional
—How
there
is
a
s
are guided to a "mutually lulN a d e r -inspired.
if they were correct.
uPy editor position. All the
office prior to any surveying.
"National
conspiracy''
aloolto
tilling. satisfying relationship,
funded research group.
The survey revealed the
bhorships
mandate
-that although several
keep all inmates "front trying
one ol equality and positive
Twelve
students
eonfollowing:
'tiblc hours.
Those
to assert their
humanity
communication."
—that consumers can save- downtown Stockton stores
dueled the survey ol 16 mnhterested should contact |
were included in the survey,
behind prison walls."
"It is a remarkable and
omlv selected drugstores,
over 30 per cent — $6-16 - 0 1 1
the eight lowest priced stores
Raeifican immediately |
She said when she was al
effective new technology." lie
the
total
bill
for
21
toiletries
food
stores
and
discount
II "46-2114.
UOP ill 1970. she "exposed an
proclaimed, "of people help
metropolitan Stockton
in
and drugs by shopping at the are all in North Stockton.
Also, students w ho arc ,
assault nationwide against all
ing people." Through group
—that three out ol 17 stores
d u r i n g t h e week of Oct. » told. lowest instead of highest
"'crested
in
becoming 1
progressive movements—our
counseling and interaction, the
Students attempted to survey
priced store. The total was w h i c h carry prescription drugs
''Parters, layout and paste- |
Indian brothers, our Chicano
normally evncttolis marriage
S20 53 at the cheapest store, the failed to clearly post prices as
three additional store*. bu
Jp
brothers, our black brothers,
workers or
photo- |
can become one ol "growth and
required by stale law. The
K-Mart a t 5757 Pacific A v e
Z n asked to •V-ve bdote
j^aphers are urged to join continued creativity." lie cited
three violators were: Medico our white brothers.
c o m p a r e d l o $29.69 a t t h e high
completing the price-check.
"Some
people
had
the need lor post-nuptial
''staff for the spring term.
est. Rose Rexall a t 1926Pacific Dental Drug. Inc., Medico
u"r units of credit are
problems understanding that
counseling in our country, pro
Dental
Building:
Green
UNDER THE coordination
Ave.
our leaders would participate
posing a network ol counseling
" '''red for these positions,
Brothers Pharmacy at 400 E.
r COP graduate students Jim
—that savingsof up to $ l .61
in such murderous schemes.
centers for the first li\e years
"'crested students should
Market; and the Lincoln Vil
Susan I ' H I l i P ^
could be realized on selected
•Kn-in U) th(. Mass Media:
of marriage.
lage Pharmacy at 323 Lincoln They thought 1 was going too
items. Eor example, a 100far but. since 1970. a lot of
""rnalism
Kieldwork
Center.
see COI.I.IYEK LECTURES
tablet bottle of One-A-Day
things have happened.
ANGELA DAVIS IN RAYMOND GREAT IIALL
"Psi course during prcVitamins sold at one stoie o>
drug
|,nidur'ls
"
"
"
pg. eight
There
are
those
people
who
''Kistration.
Volunteers |
see SURVEY pg. eight
"1 know how these campuses mess w ith your minds'
students, included in
S3 69 while selling loronly $2 0 »
arcout
to
destroy
all
vestiges
r
, '' a l s o e n c o u r a g e d t o j o i n
, nuuket basket" "I prm
at another store. Similarly, up
"'' staff.
i
ducts were itents ranging Horn
By JOSEPH GOLDEEN

tsitions open M^rTr./ PIRG survey
>n Pucifican

Save 30 per cent on drugs

"Ub,"°SE5
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Is ASUOP doing the job?

Question Man
l)o you lliink ASUOP is a
viuble organization? Docs it
od'cr good programs?

Mark Grossman—Senior,
COP. Sure, I think they do.
They support a lot of student
activities. I think it's a good
idea.

Fan
Lau—Graduate,
Pharmacy School. No. I don't
think* it offers enough activity
that different types of people
can get involved in.

Sylvia
Palnier-jUn !
COP. I think it offers impon"*'

Jamie Jones—Freshman,
School of Engineering. Yes

school involvement, butwh"1)1
lacking is the student par5s
pation.

ASUOP is alright, except
there's never enough funding
allowed for the cathouses

r el-

downtown.

-

n'vl

Kathy O'Connell—Fresh
man, COP. What is ASUOP?
Yes. I gess they're worthwhile.
They've put on a lot of things
tha.t've made school not so
boring. You've got to have
some organization like that.

Jim Gremp—Sophomore,
COP. Only in a way. It's kind of
lacking in its organization. It's
kind of hard to get anything out
of it except football tickets. It's
difficult to know what's going
on and what programs are
offered.

Bill Keim—Senior, COP. I
definitely think it's a viable
organization. There s a lot it
oilers on campus as well as off.

Karen Harris—Freshman,
COP. Yes. Because you get to
go to the football games free,
but then again, I guess we pay
for it. We pay a $75 student
body fee and what do weget for
it, but a student body card.

P'LionO1
h.s '
?Lw«nC°
sl N

miscellany

Jewish students facing identity [open letter
Exchange
program
being
crisis,' organize new group - AJS
I

I

"We have a real identity
trip here on campus," said
Sandy Blaukopf, president of
the newly-formed Associated
Jewish
Students
(AJS),
speaking of the Jewish
student's fate on the UOP
campus.
"The group was formed to
help the Jewish student get
down to the cultural roots of
Judaism." Blaukopf said.
"They've tried to set up a
group like this before, but it
pushed the religiousaspect and
lost the student's interest."
she said.
AFTER TWO meetings the
group has elected officer/, set
up immediate programs and
discussed later programs.
The AJS has already
established a ritual dinner,

r•
R
•

I

i

performed every Friday night,
with services held afterwards
at Stockton's Temple Isreal.
"We hope to eventually set
up folk services on campus,"
Blaukopf said.
A lot of non-Jews are
coming to the dinners. The
programs are
meant
to
be campus-wide and all
students are welcome," she
explained.

brunch featuring ethnic foods
and a dinner party celebrating
Channukah.
"These social
functions will hopefully get the
campus involved with our
group," she said. She

commented that there is a
large Jewish population on
campus, numbering between
150-200 students that she would
like to see interested in the
programs and in the group.

THE
GROUP
is
attempting to be chartered by
the university and receive
funding from ASUOP. "We are
not affiliated with Hillel (a
national Jewish foundation
group for college students). We
have to establish our cultural
aims before we get into
politics,"
Blaukopf
com
mented.
The group plans to set up a

SeyvtUt's Liquors

It is definitely possible!!!
Again this year, UOP is
offering an exchange program
with other schools also on the 41-4 calendar. This basically
means that you can simply
trade places with another
student at another university
for the sum of the January
term. There are numerous
possibilities to choose from,
such
as
Saint
Mary's,
Redlands, Whittier, Hamline,
Macalister: or even colleges
out of this country, such as
Universite Laval in Quebec,
Canada.

]

LIQUOR - WINE - DEUCATESSBI
Party Supplies - Groceries •
Keg Beer • Free Delivery
Sl'KCIAI. UlSl'Ol NT KOir
SOHOKITY & KHATKHN1TY
H'NITIONS.

|
PHONE 47.1-3273

offered this winter term

•
'
I
•
Want to get out of Stockton
I this January? Out of the dreary
•' fog and into some crisp, clean
snow? Or how about sunny
Southern California? Wouldn't
it be nice if you could get a lull
four units of credit for it
besides— and not have to pay
any extra tuition?

There are some hassles,
however. If you want to make
your exodus tuition free,
arrangements must be made
prior to Dec. 1 to have a student
from the school you want to go
to come to UOP. Also, housing

AJS PRESIDENT SANDY BLAUKOPF
"Gel down to cullural roots"

123 (. JAMESTOWN
|
STOCKTON. CAUf "

I — ' W.I Hill • (••••••I

UOP IS
FOR THE BIRDS

ELECTRIC CAROUSTL2-FOR-1 BONUS COUPON

CHARBROILED

Play 1 game - get the 2nd

(PSA Grinnlngbirds).

AlXPOR

downstairs Weberstown Mall

REG. $1.59

- 3,
TJM J8W y0UJ2.UIMTER.CLOTHIN6o

m

.

j

^

o
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c
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There is an information
desk in the Financial Aids
Office, with catalogues on
colleges and information on
whom to contact to help you get
the ball rolling.
Students who participated
in this program last year came
back with very favorable and
enthusiastic reports. However,
according to University offi
cials, the future of this pro
gram depends upon the suc
cess of this year's exchange.
So this may be your last
chance toexperience first hand
what other schools have to
offer, to take a class
somewhere else besides UOP
and still get credit for it, and to
get out of Stockton during
January. What more could ope
ask?
Don't forget—there isn't
much time left. Check out that
table in the Financial Aids
Office—today....
Dave Giovannoni

rtC

SPECIAL!

BIG SYD'S

'STUDENT ADVISER applicants have until Monday Nov.
11 to apply for a position in the UOP Dean's OFFFU'F There
will be a general information meeting that evening at 6 pan. m
Knoles 207. Anyone may apply tor being a student ad\ iser. Yin
w ill receive 2 units ol credit and a stipend.

Don't dis
One of the n
establishment is
policy of comma
UOP is no ei
Dr. Barnett if
this issue scoff"!
cation in attacki
which he somel

MULTI-RACIAL COMMUNICATION is the themelor two
workshops scheduled lor this weekend and next weekend.#
15-16. The first session will involve verbal Liiigu.ige
communication and the second will involve silent Litiguagr
communication. For more inhumation, contact Dr. I lal\or I
Hansen in communication arts Phone 946-2505.

"rah-rah.
written

In his
by a stu

which appeared
van Boening
over meatloaf
"straight out of

CALIFORNIA STATE SCHOLARSHIP application
deadline is Nov. 22. Applications can he obtained at 11K
financial aids office in North Hall. Students who previously
thought they were ineligible due to "no need" should consider
applying due to recent legislation which might qualify them
for the 1975-76 academic year.

"look elsewhere

GRADUATING SENIORS o r t h o s e w h o p l a n h i gr .11lu.1lr
b e t w e e n n o w a n d A u g u s t o l l i o x l \ e a r n i u s l i v g i s l e r l i y Not
II y o u lail t o d o s o . y o u w ill h a v e l o pay a Sill laic In

students and f,,.

ASUOP FAIRHOUSING OFFICE is looking lor at
assistant to the director. There is a salary find you will h
trained by the present director, Cheri Ramirez, who y#
should contact at the ASUOP office. Phone: 946-2233.

OUR LII- E AND GOO is the third in the series "Christ.#
Church and the Human Person" sponsored by Newman
House. The discussion, which will be this Monday evening
Horn 8-9:30 in WPC 242. will center around the human
experience, it's relationship with the Christ of the Gospels an-1
ultimate human fulfillment in a life of union with God.

4227 PACIFIC

s ?

PLACEMENT EXAMS in the modern languages will I*
given Wednesday, Nov. 20. In order to receive credit for any
past language course and to determine your level ol
proficiency, you must take the test. Theexam willbegivenaU
p.m. in the following rooms: French. 303 Knoles. German,®
Knoles: Spanish. 307 Knoles.

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST will present them#
media presentation of "If I Should Die" this Tuesday at 7ad
8:30 p.m. in Albright Auditorium. WPC. The film will besho»i
using three screens, six projectors and stereophonic sound
Admission is free.

WITH TWO PIECES OF
CHEESE.FRENCH FRIES'
.16 OZ. SOFT DRINK

51.40

COUPON
t

PRE-REGISTRATION FOR SPICING and winter u-nn
classes will begin next Monday for Hie entire week. .Advising
and class sign-ins will also tic taking place. I'lV-rcgistratiun
packets can be picked up at the Registrar's ollicconilielusi
floor of Knoli's Hull

DOUBLE BURGER

game free.

J

and board agreements must be
made on both ends. It is very
possible, but it takes time.
That's why you should check
into it right now.

The deadline for submitting information to 'miscellanyi
noon on the Tuesday before publication.
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1. KEEPING PEOPLE WARM IS OUR BUSINESS.

The unofficial
state bird, PSA, has
more flights connecting
northern and southern Cali
fornia than any other airline

Fly with us for
a song to eleven cities.
WanttocatchaPSAGrinningbird? That's easy. Just catch
up with your campus rep.
PSAgtvesyoualtft,

Where quality is the constant factor

Canotf;

Our new printer
is a math brain at heart.
Get a master in math. Canon's F-10P
rElectronic
I Calculators

Palmtronic F-5 calculator
from Canon features
• micro-programmed keys
for trig, inverse trig, expo
nential, log, power,
reciprocal,
square root
and pi
BG3Q
functions
• live
memory,
8-digit
capacity
,j» "flip-flop;'
sign change, I
reverse keys

• Features all trig, log. conversion
and exponential functions

• Lets yyu choose display alone
or d^play with printer
• Computes in totally algebraic
logic

• High speed two-color printing

eg ob

EEEE

PECE
D E E D
BEE

F-10P

Canola
Scientific/engineering
printer with hard-wired function
keys. For the same features with
display, see our

F-10.

Statistically speaking, it's the
Number One choice.
Canola F-20P electronic

printing calculator for
statistical analysis features
• all input and output with a
single touch of a key
• simplicity of operation
• all input and output labeled
for easy identification
• fully buffered keyboard

2. WE USE ONLY THE FINEST FABRICS AND MATERIALSE
knowing there are no substitutes for wool and goose
down.

0000

*— 9'Wi SummoGonj of non-poired or
paired dato
»g determines common
logarithms
"» determines noturol
logarithms
* determines exponenhol
values
ir determines linear
Regies ..on Coelf.f .enis and estimates
' determines Correlation Coefficient
sw0 determines Unbiased Variance and
Standard Deviation
«» determines Mean
rts determines Normal Probability
Distribution
2 determines Z-slolistic
SI determines Standard Error of the "Mean
"nogives Muxuiiuni Minimum and Runge
for non-paired doto

L.R

A

S.E

xy

COtWE* OF WEBER
-

111 VJ. RDAMS

6

STANISLAUS $T5.

one block east of Pacific Ave. Miracle Mile
Stockton
10:00-6:00 Monday-Saturday
&also in Sacramento & Davis)
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n0.yn

"* u„ 0
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BUY
TRAC-ACTION

60

Two fiberglass belts over two sturdy polyester cord
body plies perform on the street or on the striD
The fiberglass belts prevent squirm for lonnpr •
life, while the polyester cord** abacZTof
strength. It s the winning combination.

SIZE

TREAD
WIDTH

B60/13
F60/14
G60/14
L60/14
E60/15
F60/15
G60/15
J60/15
L60/15

INFLATED
O.D.

7"
8Y4"
81/2"
101/4"
71/2"
8"
81/2"
9"
101/4"

22.96"
25.50"
25.93"
27.20"
25.90"
26.30"
26.68"
27.50"
28.00"

crHJi
du f()
the , ''

R
8T

CONCORDE
TRAC-ACNON

RE£OMMENDED

RIM WIDTH

"50"

5"- 6"
6"-

7"

7".

8»

8" -10"

6"-

7" .

6" -

7"

GET

9"

8" - 10"

stccktdm

"60"- "70"SERI$|

TIRES
4th one

7"- 8"
8".

630 ERST WEBER RVE
DOtfimwu

e

BELTED

The winning combination

LOAD RANGE B (4 PLY)

staff

BELTED

FREE

RNG

Turner Business Machine
539 N. Sutter
Stockton
466-5896

,-,

DOWNTOWN STOCKTON, a,v

w i t h p r o d u c t so f t h e h i g h e s t q u a l i t y a t r e a s o n a b l e p r i c e s .
5. WE CARRY THE SAME PRODUCTS YEAR-AROUND.
Year in and year out; you don't pay for changing
styles. We don't have to hold "seasonal clearance" sales
to unload unwanted products, therefore we don't have
t o raise o u r regular prices t o m a k e u p for if.
6. WE SELL FUNCTION .
We believe you are intelligent; that you want cloth
ing that looks good, keeps you warm, and is durable
while remaining reasonably priced. We believe that by
providing these, you will want to c o m e back.
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SPECIAL Cleaning up politics has a long way to go
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WASHINGTON - In this
,lection week, perhaps the
'otersshould be reminded they
a long wt,Y 10 go before
ley elean up Capitol Hill.
r0ngress has spent millions of
Hollars investigating Waterte, but it still has not set its
j^n house in order.
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lree

mail

members Yet
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g r

restrictions.
A spot check investigation
haS turned up these continuing
abuses:
-The Constitution forbids
acceptance ol any and all
foreign gifts. Nonetheless, in
this session of Congress alone,
wt, have uncovered more than
such illegal trips by the
natio" s lawmakers and their
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bf'vtlege

minimal

Soiicitm

federai'6"
on
statute t hF?PePty This is one
most congressmen
know
Know
quite
well
Yet
and
mh special
and other
interest
groups regularly drop of!
campaign contributions on
Capitol Hill, m uddiUon a
re

tUtiVeSOllaborunions

OPINION

•"•xlvrn I.,
••nguuges win
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Since
the
original
campaign spending law was
adopted in 1971. the Clerkof the
House and the Secretary of the
enate have forwarded nearly
10,000 apparent violations to
the
Justjce
Dept.
for
investigation
and
possible
prosecution.
Some
1,800
incidents have been reported to
Justice this year alone.

But the adverse publicity
apparently didn't cure him. He
has now begun an intensive
effort to plug the leaks at the
State Dept.
Kissinger is outraged over
press reports - many of them
ours - about his Middle East
negotions and his celebrated
"tilts" toward Turkey and
white Africa. A few weeks ago,
he restricted thedistribution of

Henry the Plumber: Dur
ing the first Nixon administra
tion,
Henry
Kissinger's

EDITORIAL

classified cables.
The'
European Affairs Bureau, lor
example, used to get 30 copies
of incoming cables. They now
get six.
A TEAM of top aides
toured the departmentand told
lesser bureaucrats they would
henceforth receive only those
telegrams that were directly
related to their particular jobs.
And they were warned not to
duplicate the tew cables they
get.
in addition, the director
general ol the Foreign Service
lectured his underlings on the
"ethics" of their
calling.
"Malicious" news leaks, he
told
them,
maligned the
"integrity"

D
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ONE REASON congress
men so freely flout campaign
taws, apparently, is that the
Justice Dept. has refused to
enforce them.

concern over news "leaks''
helped to stimulate wiretaps on
members of his own National
Security Council staff. Press
reports
ol
the
wiretap
campaign
embarrassed
Kissinger so much that he
threatened to resign.

SO FAR however, the Jus
tice Dept. has failed to act.
Indeed, only a few attorneys
have been assigned to .handle
reported violations.
Some of the complaints are
purely technical in nature: a
candidate filed a late report, or
a contributor was not properly
identified. Many other cases,
however,
involve
serious
infractions of the law including
the acceptance
of illegal
corporate
contributions,
illegal expenditure of personal
funds and violations of the
general spending limitations.
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One of the most important areas of any
establishment is a positive and humanistic
policy of communication.
UOP is no exception.
Dr. Barnett in his "Letter to the Editor"
this issue scoffed at the need for communi
cation in attacking an Oct. 25 editorial,
which he somehow construed as being
"rah-rah." In his letter, he answered a letter
written by a Student, Mark van Boening,
which appeared in the same issue.
van Boening termed the faculty "left
over meatloaf" and the administration
"straight out of the 50's with a foot ball
mentality." Barnett advised the student .to
"look elsewhere to find the villains in this
piece" and added that "surely we can get
together to work for change in the pattern of
allocation
of
resources—concerned
students and faculty."
These suggestions require open com
munication and feedback from students and
faculty, as well as from the administration
and,supporting alumni. Since the destiny of
this university is in the hands of the Board of
Regents and administrators, with much
influence coming' from active, supporting
alumni, all parties must communicate in
such a way that the decision-makers are able
to see that the needed changes are in every
one's best interests.
To discourage and mock suggestions to
communicate and exchange ideas is a step in
the wrong direction fot everyone — except
perhaps the Board of Regents who probably
wish they didn't have to tangle with many of
the issues that confront them.
Barnett attempted to single out the
Pacifican when he commented, "The
Pac/Y/cantelfs us nothing about what student
leaders say or do when they'retreat (referr'ng to the ASUOP Senate Retreat, Oct. 19)
with the administration, nor much about
anything else either." Last semester, the
'he COP Curriculum Committee, com
prised of Barnett and several of his fellow
'acuity members, attempted to cripple a
communication source by discontinuing
course credit for members of the Pacifican
staff. By the time the Pacifican was notified
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The opinions expressed in the "Letters to the Editor" do
not necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff.
We reserve the right to edit any letters. All letters must be
typed and include names and addresses of author — names
may be withheld upon request. Be as brief as possible as space
is limited. Letters must be in by Monday afternoon to the
Pacifican office.
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Service. Those who could not
live with Kissinger's policies,
he suggested, should resign in
take "leave without pay."
Washington Whirl:
According to U.S. narcotics
agents, a dope runner recently
flew into Jamaica in an
amphibious plane to make a
pickup and paid his peasant
suppliers
with
counterfeit
money. On his next run, he
came in at night and the
peasants put up landing flares
in
a
swamp
full
of
alligators...Consumer
advo
cate Ralph Nader, say our
sources, will soon call lor the
resignation of
President
Ford's
economic
chief.
William Simon.

tyke Pac tjUcan

•Kl vv ,,,,
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numbei of law makers use
tneir congressional offices to
send out political contribution
mailings.

of the faculty committee's decision, the
semester was practically over.
Realizing that the Pacifican could not
survive with a strictly volunteer staff,
especially at a school that does not provide a
journalism department, hence not attract
ing many experienced and career-minded
journalists, a successful appeal was made
during the summer break to re-instate
course credit. But since the course had
already been cancelled and no one was per
mitted to sign into the class during the spring
pre-registration period, there was virtually
no Pacifican staff in existence.
Because it was well into the summer

what you are up against. Your many ol us are demoralized:
faculty and student. Most of us
fellow students. Ihe editorial
saw very little ol the increased
beaten down by an ad
stall of your own newspaper
tuition, which you paid, in the
ministration which frequently
are right in there saying
form ol increased salaries, hut
seems to think we are the kind
nothing. On the front page of
the impression gets around
ol bumbling dodderers that
the same issue we learn that
that we get the extra money
you see everywhere, and that
the
elect
(probably
sell raised by higher tuition lees.
we can take anything that is
chosen) inner group ol student, shoved upon us. We organize
Dear Editor:
leadership went off to idyllic
1 think it most important
any 'protest
with difficulty
Rough and Ready island lop a
that we raise an effective voice
because we have no organiza
Mark van Boening rode out
retreat with the chiei admini
for a fundamental realloca
tion (and we should probably
front the security of his own strative officers. What they
tion of the university re
get
ourselves
one),
and
recess by the time it was decided to resume
room in the issue of Oct. 25 and said or did. we do not learn.
sources before the entire insti
because the present system
slashed wildly with his saber
Maybe they said and did
the giving of course credit, students were
tution collapses in a pile of
favors self-seeking individual
at a wide range oi targets. The nothing. Or worse still, maybe
bricks and ivy or a gigantic
ism and lavorlism. The faculty
unaware of the change. Thus, a desperate
cuts penetrated deeply in the mentality of the ad
toot ball pileup ol thousands of
is kept quiet in this way even
effort was made when classes resumed this
many areas and some ol us are ministration meets with the
arms and legs.
though it permanently rumbles
fall to put together a working newspaper
approval of your student
hard-put to know how to stop
with discontent. Many of us do
staff.
leadership, even with
the
the .flow ol blood.
,
Roger Barnett
not accept the present pattern
approval ol a substantial
01 course he is absolutely
As a result, the Pacifican is presently, as
of allocation of resources or
Associate
Professor
of
right, I must say, in most of number of students, who
the way in which the allocation
it has been all semester, operating on an
Geography
what he says: furthermore, I actually like big-time football
is determined. W'e are not
extremely small staff. Student editors are
appreciate the vigor of his and accept the "classic lootconsulted: unsolicited advice
working over 40 hours a week at the
style. It is in striking contrast ball mentality straight out of
is ignored: nothing changes. A
Pacifican in addition to carrying a full load of
to the unctuous mush that the '50s" because it gives them
single voice ol protest can be
passes lor good prose in the edi what they want . It your
courses. The newspaper is barely surviving.
dismissed as of no importance.
torial
"Welcome
back. student leaders tell the admin
1 myself have protested the
We would like to maintain maximum
Alumni! " on the same page. istration this, and they hold
How ol cash into the bottom
coverage of all events. The Pacifican simply
Mr. van Boening at least their office by genuine elec
less pit ol major athletics, both
does not have the manpower to be able to
identifies, in his own shotgun tion. then surely they repre
individually (and long before
Dear Editor,
manner, specific
problems sent a majority viewpoint. If,
supply complete coverage of all events here.
you came here), and in faculty
(crucial
or
insignificant), as I suspect, they are selfAnd this largely due to a decision that was
meetings where others have
•* The UOP football team
whereas the best the editorial seleeted. then get on the ball
spoken. Change goes in the
should be congratulated. For
not communicated last semester. Instead of
offers us is the usual empty and elect new ones. I suspect
other direction, for we have ( the first lime in recent history,
cousulting the Pacifican staff in an effort to
rhetoric ol
"reactions and you are right when you refer to
they have proven themselves
even had the sumptuous sta
talk out the reasons behind the decisions
feedback" so that two "forces student ignorance since the
to be among the best teams, if
dium lounge built recently,
(alumni and students) can Pacifican tells
and to at least arrive at some compromise,
us nothing
not the best team, in the
while I continue to Leach in a
work together to ... create new- about what student leaders say
country. The following should
the faculty committee settled for a quick,
slum of a Quonsel.
lor UOP." And then or do when they "retreat " with
ideas
make it clear to anyone that
non-communicative route.
Perhaps you should look
"The university exists to serve the administration, nor much
UOP is definitely the team to
The Pacifican is doing the best it can
elsewhere to find the villains in
the students." (We have all about anything else either.
beat.
this piece. The administration
with its minimal resources. Despite the
UOP defeated Sail Jose
heard that one so often be
does not work for itself, but for
setbacks, the newspaper has improved tre
State by two points, but
fore) . And to close this appeal
Since you recognize that so
the Board of Regents, among
Stanford only tied SJS, so we
to the old team spirit, "Let's
mendously in many ways over previous
many things are wrong. I think
whom are numbered alumni
see that UOP is clearly
hope that this weekend . the
Pacifican years.
it a pity that you work-over the
from the '20s. '30s and '40s—
superior to Stanford. UCLA
past and present UOP stu
We realize the importance of keeping
faculty with so much force.
probably playing their part in
could only manage to tie
dents can come together and
Most ol us are not debilitated,
setting the unchanging per
the UOP community informed of all
Stanford, proving thai they
open some avenues toward
sistence of the mentality of the
class of COP '29, or warmedcouldn't do the same to a
activities of its organizations and
their
constructive change!" Rah!
over meatloaf. We are not well
'50s. Neither you nor 1.
superior lootball team such as
Rah!
Whoopee,
ding-dong!
student and administrative leaders. Barnett
paid, but that'does not ol itself
students or faculty, a re.- re
the Tigers. L'U'UA beat Cal.
and his faculty colleagues evidently do not
presented on this sell-selected
That. Mark van Boening. is make us second-rate. But
and clearly it follows that UOP
board,
perpetuating
itself
like
think this is important.
could do the same.
Finally.
an unreformed English muni
Cal lied USU. So we see thai
cipal corporation and responsi
USC could only tie a team
ble only to itself, with all of the
which was beaten by a team
'Lately I have noticed a marked increase in dogs on the
miserable consequences that
which tied a team which tied a
campus. Everywhere 1 look are dogs—roaming free, tied to
can be imagined.
team which was beaten by
trees and in buildings. Don't we have a leash law?"
Your letter. Mark van
•
UOP. It's just a shame UOP is
• Originally Iwas hired us medical director. but it appears
The Pacifican is a publication of the Associated
Boening, is concerned with the
so underrated in the national
that I have been demoted to dog catcher. However, there are
Students, University of the Pacific and is
J
determination of priorities at
rankings.
distinct medical problems related to this quadriped. Dogs are
the university. The faculty is'
published weekly during the academic year.
J
But it USC goes to the Rose
supposed to be on leash or under immediate voice control (the
Entered as second-class matter October 24,1924
J
vitally concerned as well, and
Bow l and heats Ohio Stale, at
most stupid statement I have read in many moons—have you
with good reason right now.
at the Post Office, Stockton, Ca., under the Act of
•
least the Tigers can console
ever tried to voice-command a dog who is answering the cull of
since they appear to be a low
March 3, 1897. Subscription $3 per year. Tele•
themselves with the tact thai
nature? )i
priority in the overall scheme.
phone 209-946-2114. Member of College Press
•
they arc. demonstrably, the
Once one ol the dinner halls had the appearance ol a med
Surely
we
can
get
together
to
Service and National Education Advertising Ser•
best football team in the
ieval dining area, where do,gs acted like four-legged disposals
work for change in the pattern
vices, 360 Lexington Avenue, New York, N.Y,
I
nation.
bv ingesting offal, scrhps, vomitus or anything else projected
of allocation of resources10017. All material copyright The Pacifican 1974.
•
to them Recently I was giving a talk and the attentive part ol
concerned
students
and
the
fa
Send forfn 3579 to the Pacifican, Universityof the
1
Stanley Landlord, Jr.
the audience was a spotted dog. This was liqe until he engaged
culty. Please, therefore, do not
Pacific, 3601 Pacific Ave., Stockton, Ca., 95211.
1
Undergrad
another in a light in the hall.
alienate your best allies, the
Dogs are dirty and spread disease, and it is illegal to have
faculty, in a cause in which 1
them in dining halls, kitchens and dormitories.
JOHN LYNCH
assume you sincerely believe.
Then there is the great Intramural Urinating Contest. Dog
Editor-in-Chief
Some of us already suspect
No. 1 defiles a post or a corner ol a building and then every dog
that dissension between stu
News Editor
ioseph Goldeen
uroceeds to outdo his predecessor. Most annoying are the
dents and faculty is not exactly
numerous piles of dog
excreta which are becoming
viewed as a bad thing by the
Sports Editor
Jeff Metzger
increasingly frequent on campus. It is great fun trying to
administration, though this
Entertainment Editor .... Ellen Powell
remove doggie-do oil the side of your shoe us you enter a carwould never be admitted
ueted hallway and you spread it all over the building.
frankly. Labelling us secondLayout-copy editor
Laura Urseny
Dear Editor:
Human feces are disposed of in ti sewer, that ol dogs are
rate as you did in your letter,
My brothers and I would
Photography Editor..! Sim von Kalinowski
more pressure
from
the
spread on campus lawns and walkways.
like to thank the students of
1 like dogs—own three of them—but don l believe they
student-sponsored evaluations
South/West Hall for a very
belong on campus. It you get your kicks from putting on your
and proposals tor "luculty
Office Manager...Leslie Spradling
enjoyable Halloween.
Im ile neck sweater unmaking Fido lor a nocturnal stroll in
development."
linking our
Business Manager....Dan McCartney
.. iso evening air. I think you would be better advised to seek
salaries with the level ol tliiSigned,
Circulation Manager
Dave Beretta
as a shephard in Colorado, or driving a team oi
tion in the so-called "flexible
employment.
Michele Ballot
tuition-salary
plan: all of
Huskies in Siberia.
David Ballot
Advisor
Dan Walters
A.F. Morrison
these tilings help to reinforce
Edward B.
i• • • • • • •i
towell Student Health Center
this growing discord between
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Tigers h u n g r y for win

San Diego site for PCAA title 955!?
By JEFF METZGER
The UOP Tigers get a new
lease on life tomorrow night, as
they can turn what otherwise
a disappointing
been
has
into
a
PCAA
season

Leaping catch
Freshl)tan wide receiver Brian Heels makes a leaping catch of
a Sieve Tow no pass in the San Jose game. The catch w as a
crucial one in their comeback. The Tigers have another

crucial contest tomorrow night as they face San Diego St. lor
the PCAA crow n. Cooking on is tight end Grog Robinson (80).

2 3 r d p l a y e r ever

Peerless Predictors) Willard gains 3.000

^

By PACIFICAN SPORTS STAFF

7

WEEK'S TOPPERS
Pacific 24 - San Diego 23 — The
Tigers will finally end the Sun
Diegans dominance.
DSC 21 - Stanford 17 r- The
Cardinals Rose Bowl hopes w ill
be wilted after this one.
Cal 28-Washington 20 —Two of
the most improved teams in
the Pacific 8 will battle in a
thriller.
Dallas 24 - 49ers 20 — Dallas
kept their slim playoff hopes
alive with a clutch win over St.
Louis lust week, and they
should continue on this week.
Haiders 34 - Detroit 17 — The
Raiders, bound for the playoffs
with a commanding lead in
their division, should have no
trouble with the Lions.

OTHER GAMES
Ohio State 20over MichiganSt.
Oklahoma 30 over Missouri
Wyoming 3 over UTEP
UCLA 3 over Oregon
San Jose St 10 over Hawaii
Oklahoma St. 20 over Kansas
St.
Fresno St. 7 over Long Beach
St.
Buffalo 14 over Houston
St. Louis 3 over Minnesota
Los
Angeles
20
over
Philadelphia
New
England
10
over
Cleveland

mm
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Willard Harrell, in his
destruction of the Pacific
record books, earned what
may be the most formidable
accomplishment of his illus
trious career Saturday night
by becoming the 23rd player in
NCAA history to gain over
3,000 yards.
Going into Saturday
night's game Willard needed
128 yards to reach the coveted
plateau, and on his second
carry of the second half he
went up the middle for six
yards and another milestone
was reached.
The game was stopped and
Harrell was given the ball.
Harrell went on to gain nearly
another 100 yards before the
game was over. He now ranks
22nd in history and if he gains
290 yards in his final two ball

*

games, he'll jump all the way
up to seventh place.
"It was a genuine thrill for
me to see Willard go over 3,000
yards," said UOP coach
Chester Caddas. "I've never
been around a back of his
talents, and it's been a great
pleasure to see him develop."
Willard's 226 yards gave
him 1,082 for the season, which
set another record as he is the
only back in the
school's
history to gain 1,000 yards in
two different season.
Some other notes: In all.
Willard has rushed for 100 or
more yards in 16 games... has
averaged 151.5
all-purpose
yards during his 29 games for
UOP. . . has averaged 106.9
rushing yards in those 29
games. . . has averaged 5.8
yards per tarry in his UOP
career.

championship.
The Tigers travel to ban
Diego to host the powerful.
Aztecs, and for the third
straight year, the conference
title will be on the line. Game
time is 7:30 p.m. from San
Diego Stadium.
San Diego will be in a nasty
mood according to Pacific
head coach Chester Caddas, as
they were upset by a mediocre
North Texas State team last
Saturday, 14-9. Pacific mean
while warmed up for the battle
with a somewhat impressive
26-17 victory over TexasArlington.
The Arlington game was
played in a tough period for the
Tigers. They had just come off
a thrilling win over San Jose
the week before, and had their
eyes on the big one this week in
San Diego.
"Everybody
wanted to talk about the game
that was and the game that's
going to be, not the game at
hand," said Caddas.
BUT FROM the way the
Tigers started, it seemed their
minds were firmly implanted
on the game on the field.
Pacific ran through, over and
around the Mavericks in the.
first half, amassing an in
credible 344 yards in total
offense, but came out at the
intermission up by only 12-3.
The same mistakes that
have wrecked them all season
were present again, as the
Tigers fumbled five times in
' the first half, losing two, and a.
Steve
Towne
interception
accounting
for
another
turnover.
The halftime statistics
were awesome. Don Padilla
rushed 11 times for 138 yards,
and Willard Harrell, who later
was to go over 3,000 for his
career, gained 118 yards on 15
carries in the first 30 minutes.
Caddas figured the Tigers
to come out and blow the
Mavericks out in the second
half, but the reverse nearly
happened. Arlington scored
first in the third quarter, on a
five-play, 77 yard drive, and
suddenly the score was 12-10.
But Pacific came right
back, marching down Texas'

HMD A GBSD
PIZZh LKFEY ?

throat again, moving 73 yards
on 11 plays with Willard doing
° ost of the damage He scored
from three yards out, and then
added the two-point conversion
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for 20-17.

The defense held on tne
next series, but Towne and Co.
could go nowhere during their
possession, and were forced to
punt. Arlington took over at
their own 35 and moved 65
yards in 10 plays for the touch
down, and with 6:44 left the 2017 lead was not secure.
But the Tiger defense, for
the second week in a row, made
the big play and stopped the
Mavericks on two positions,
and as the final gun sounded,
Towne ran six yards for the
final touchdown.
With the exception ot the
fumbles, the Pacific offense
was awesome. Harrell finished
with 226 yards, and Padilla 160,
while Towne added 61 and Bob
Ferraro, last week's star
rushed for 33. All totaled, the
Tigers netted 490, 437 of which
came on the ground.
The offensive line deserves
much of the credit. They were
blowing holes open big enough
to drive a Mack truck through.
The unit of Greg Robinson,
Morrison England, Mel Visger,
Hank Englehardt, Steve Good
year,
Dana Brenner, John
Taylor and Steve Galas has
see TIGERS pg. five

Powderpuff
Tri-Delt's

JEFF METZGER, Sports Editor
Page
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Aztecs have dominated
series in recent years
The Pacific Tigers will
attempt to break a long losing
streak tonight and in the pro
cess come home
with the
conference championship.
In recent years, San Diego
State has dominated the series
between the two. winning the
last eight games going back to
1958 when the Tigers last won,
58-32.
The
series has been
discouraging for Pacific as
they have suffered some tough
losses during the streak. In
1970. they apparently won the
game in the linal seconds,
when they intercepted a San
Diego pass in the end zone. But
one of the Pacific players was
offsides and the Aztecs got
another chance. They scored
on the next play to win the
game.

Tri-Delta sorority, which
has been a perennial power of
Intramural Powder Pull Foot
ball in recent years, is back
again to its old tricks.
The Tri Delts, who
slumped badly last year, losing
to a powerful B-S squad, has
regrouped their
forces to
fashion a 7-0 record. Led by
veterans Lindy Jack. Laurie
Changstrom. Gay Knox.
Gretchen Gultz and Pam
Kelley. the Big Green Machine
has clearly marched through,
over
and around their
competition — like
that of
Sherman's Army.
The major difference in
Tri-Delta's success this year
has been the addition of three
talented and spirited new
comers— Basia Belza, Mindy
Squire and Denise Brennan.
So to the surprise of none,
the Big Green Machine is
definitely back.

_____
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quality go on and on.

FREE
With This Ad

MARANTZ

THE TOBIAS TREND" SINCE 1919.

m

MENSM
14 South School St., Lodi
Weberstown Mall
18 S. California

Member, "Society of Audio Consultants"
6130 Pacific Avenue
477-0082
Entire Sales Staff "Certified
Audio Consultants"

20 years of teles end service
at thfiseme location

Most complete. Qualified
service shop in California

Financing to 36 months...
90 days, no interest charge

"We Service Everything We Sell"

l"TI"!f1M'l|

S

Hot Fudge
Sundae

with the purchase of one
at regular price

mm

—

Suit Yourself in Tobias'" Tobias styles the
perfect combination of mated trousers and
tops in leisure suits and go-together
coordinates.

£ Hours:

11 P.M.
^USAT.,OP.M.TOM,D T

other Models from . .. 299.95
4 CHANNEL CIRCUITRY
you can MODERNIZE & novor be
obsolete.

Means.
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lhatpoint. Sieve Snider lullo-d
He other goal lor Pacific m "M
linul minute ol the coiilc-i
staging at least some pt'i<1<
lorUOPin its final home gam.
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Bui fur the rest ol
aKernoon il was all Brazil
they opened up a 341lead in
hrstquarler and protect led
add to it as regular inlorx
throughout the game Gilli
Gargiulo scored live goal*
lead their effort while IV lit!
Pintirolli added two niorv
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LEONARD ARMATO

<3 S3

O STEREO or QUAD with
•he flip of a twitch
O 5 MODELS AVAILABLE
with built-in dolby for
TAPE or FM

[SySiuM

It doesn't sound as if he
needs much improvement
after setting the PCAA record
for assists last year, but
Leonard Armato is the most
improved player in the UOP
camp this season.
Coach Stan Morrison cited
that Lenny's improvement is
due mainly to the fact that he
doesn't have the ball as much
as he did last year, when he
"quarterbacked" the Tigers in
their 1-3-1otlense. "Lenny is an
excellent player without the
ball," said Morrison. He won't
get the ball this year as much
because the Tigers abandoned
the 1-3-1 in favor pl a tw o-guard
offense, and this should help
Armato considerably.
This season Leonard didn't
come back to school in
mid-season form as he did a
year ago. and surprisingly.

180 North California.ms.s»aii

....899.95

ss-srtsl'

by Andy Mills

i{

MODEL 4300 shown

cif/c outdosse

Pfl

LEONARD ARMATl

STEREO 2 + QUADRADIAL
RECEIVERS
i AmtSS.XX? t

first y,
1973. the team went dowr,
San Diego to play for the
title and came buck
trated losers, 20-7, in ga
that was pretty much an H.
battle.
But no loss cun be
frustrating as last year's
Tigers played San Dieg0e,(
slao
all the way and Pacific
BV JIM
driving for the winningTD»j
In a bri"*11'
lour minutes to play wheni
fumbled on the four-yardli »*ai
National
Brazili"11 UOP Tucsda) b> •'
destroying the hopes (or
tory
and the eonlert
1(p2. Ranked Ul.rd "
It*
championship.
THEY GET another
this year, and as usual
""'""^theUOP
pla.H'
much lor1
Diego is loaded—and re
pjSMllK
The Aztecs have only playedi
their potential once, and
seemingly hd" '
was three weeks ago wheni l0
beleugurcd
against the .
see AZTECS pg.fo

back on top

... ..

STEREO NOW
CHANNEL ANY TIME

iearsl

CAGER'S COftNER

Pacific Ave. at Benjamin Holt-Stockton

OFFERS
AN END TO CONFUSION

rf »'

CREAM PARLOUR
RESTAURANT
iWEBERSTOWN-

MALL

phu"' tM , If"*
ilhi»

Morrison believes that il™
be to his advantage. "Ik
doesn't
appear nieirf
fatigued and is much w*
enthusiastic and business®
in his approach to the gatwMorrison commented.
LEONARD HIMSELF
seeing the game in" a "mil'
different light." as he puis*
"Last year I put a l"1
pressure on myself to pel*
to certain standards andF
basketball in the
perspective and lost a
sheer enjoyment for
game." So far this year Lei*
feels that he has put basket <back in the right perspedj!
and
is
enjoying
competitive experience.
The six-foot junior g®
from Manhattan Beach spe
his summers playing *
! volleyball, in which »'
' regarded as a top-notchpWj
with a chance of being d® •
in the new professional
ball league.
t,
As a starter last •
i Leonard set the school»
PCAA assist record PaSS ^
t for 178 baskets. As far
j
' year goes, Morrison .has" •
that Leonard is giving t^e
up sooner on the spread' ^
attack, allowing more dd
attack, and attacking l,J
teammates.
j
Leonard Armato cai>
characterized as a pert-eP
individual who is not led ht
by fads. He has a niin<*.
own with strong coin'
about ethics m our spt'iel.
see ARMATO P* J
HlHIIIIIIIlillllll"

ART SUPPLIES
GIFTS
PARTY SUPPLIER
F>*e Delivery and Gift ^

BRIDAL REGISTRY
3220 Pacific Avenue
Phone 466-7031
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Overseas winter term offered

from pg. four
mauled San Jose, 40-14. Even
though they have a 5-2 record,
the wins have been unimpres
sive. And last week's loss to
v North Texas State has-to be the
low point in coach Claude
Gilbert's two-year career.
"Gilbert hopes that the
loss will shock the team into
reality." said San Diego State
publicist John Mallei. "We've
been awfully complacent all
year. Maybe the loss was the
best thing for us."

Jennings heads
survey of British
public education

Pulestiniun cumps
visited in Mid-east
Life in refugee camps will
be studied by students
traveling to Palestine during
winter term under the direc
tion of sociology professor Dr.
Harold Jaeoby.

,-sprsr

UOP's School of Education
is introducing a new winter
program 6y offering a study
tour that will take UOP
students to England

The mornings are intended
to provide a concentrated
introduction
to
the
fundamental cadre of English
education and government.

THE AZTECS also lost
quarterback Craig Penrose in
that game and he is listed as
probable for tomorrow night's
Seven to eight students are
"The weekday afternoons
Headed by Dr. Shirley
game. Penrose, a transfer
expected to participate in the
will be spent." Jennings,
Jennings, the course will
from the University of Colo
program which will include
explained "exploring London
satisfy the students' winter
rado, is another in athe long
visits to Tel Aviv, Jerusalem,
itself as the curriculum."
requirements
and
allow
them
siring of great quarterbacks
Students will be allowed to
Amman, Damascus, Cairo and
to spend three weeks in the
that have attended San Diego
wander either by themselves
Beiruit, in addition to
British
Isles
for
"a
survey
of
ears
in
ll,is
hoto
that
State. The list included Jesse
II apP
P
Tiger waterpoloer
or in small groups. They will be
Palestinian refugee camps.
opponent. Actually it's all in the game. The Freitas of the San
public education."
Diego
jeff Passeggi is taking out his frustrations of a
The departure date is set for
allowed a degree of latitude to
Chargers. Brian Sipe of the
long afternoon by trying to drown his Brazilian
thC Brazilia" national team.
explore aspects of London that
StevTsn H'
Dec. 28 and the group will
According
to
Jennings,
23
Cleveland Browns, Dennis
< >'s in the background.
may be of particular interest to
return on Jan. 18.
"The
program
offers
students
Shaw of the St. Louis Cardi
them.
HAROLD
JACOBY
Students will study health
a chance to examine the facet
Photo by Sim von Kalinowski nals and Don Horn, late of the
Water
problems,
education,
camp
of
English
educational
life
that
Denver Broncos.
that "as long as things are
The students will be
government, family life and
is related to their individual
Penrose has completed 54
as flexible as they are now, no
allowed to have their evenings
problems of the refugee one will want to take on actions field of study." This would
per cent of his passes, but if
free with theater buffs having
allow students the chance to
camps,
which currently that will be disadvantageous to
he's not able to make it, back
their pick of variety of superb
examine,
compare
and
contain more than 500,000 his side."
up quarterback Dick Clyde
English theaters,
opera
contrastEnglish
methods
of
people.
Each
student
will
will handle the duties. Clyde,
He also said that the
houses, concert halls and
education
as
opposed
to
select one area of interest for countries have been very co
however, is not nearly the
Bv JIM SLACK
museums that offer collections
UOF coach Connor Sutton
American methods, she said.
Berkeley at 2:30 p.m. On Nov. passer that Penrose is.
extensive study.
operative in setting up camp
of sculptures, paintings,'
obviously
dazzled
by
the
In a brilliant display o|
15„and 16, they will compete in
tours.
manuscripts and artifacts of
"We aren't interested in
THE GROUP will devote
walerpolo
mastery.
the display but not upset with his
the PCAA tournament in Long
Other highlights of the
the world.
The Aztecs have the
team's
performance,
called
the
political
problems
of
most of their weekday morning
Brazilian
National
Team
Beach, looking for a ticket to
trip include a tour of Petro in
leading pass-receiver in the
the Brazilians "a very fine,
refugees,"
stated
Jacoby.
hours
towards
touring
infant
clobbered COP Tuesday by a
Jennings said she is
the NCAA championships on
nation in Dwight Mac Donald. "We're interested in life with southwest Jordan, a "fabulous
very alert team," noting that
schools, grade schools, high
score of 10-2. Hanked third in
the 22nd and 23rd.
looking forward to the
area/ famous for its carvings,
Mac Donald has hauled in 54
their
passing
skills
in
the
camp
and
what
it's
doing
schools and teacher training experience and extends her
were
the western hemisphere, the
a tour or Luxor, the "center of
passes in seven games for 707
"much better than anything
to the people living there. For
programs
at
major
Brazilians proved just too
welcome to all students who
temples,"
and
a
stop-over
in
yards.
one
sees
example, how do they get the
universities. The students will
collegiate
much for the COP players as
may be interested Students
Munich on the way home for a
• With
the
great
walerpolo."
also meet With the House of
people to do the dirty work?"
still have an opportunity to sign
their accurate passing and
visit
to
the
Dachau
quarterbacks, the Aztecs have
Commons, the Central Office up by contacting her in 207
We
played
sloppy
deadly shooting enabled them
concentration
camps.
>
had, they have always been a
of
Communications,
the Owen Hall. The tour will
because of it." he commented,
THE CAMPS areunder the
to seemingly score at will
Students are still being
passing team. But they seem direction of the United Nations
London Town Council and commence on Jan.
but
retrained
from
blaming
5 and
accepted for the trip, and those
against the ,
beleagured
to have the best run-pass Relief
explore London's suburbs.
Works
Agency interested should see Jacoby in
defeat on anything but Brazil s
continue through Jan. 27.
Paeifieans.
balanced club in recent years.
(UNRWA). While on tour, the
superiority. The game was
Leading the ground game is group will be in close touch Bannister Hall as soon as
played
under
AAU
rather
than
HOP did not score until
fullback Bill Kramer, who has with UNRWA officials and possible.
Pacific
running
back
late in the third quarter when collegiate rules, and the LOP
The cost of the trip is $1.421
gained
543 yards and tailback governments of particular
Willard Harrell and receiver
Kevin Drake managed to push players had only two days of
which includes air fare. $855:
Monte
Reedy,
who
has
added
countries.
practice
under
the
new
Dwight McDonald of San Diego
across a goal making it 7-1 at
land arrangements $396; daily
349 yards.
,
Jacoby
admitted that
State share PCAA "offensive
thai point. Steve Snider tallied regulations.
dinners, $65; tour of Petra,
there is a slight possibility of $20; tour of Luxor, $60; and
LUNCHES
464 -8728
DINNERS
player of the week" honors,
the other goal for Pacific in the
At one point in the game,
Defensively, the Aztecs
problems arising, but added local transportation, $25.
and defensive bows went to
final minute of the contest, three men from UOP and one
ORDERS
TO
GO
are awesome. They are led by
slavaging at least some pride from Brazil were ejected from Jeff Lyall. Long Beach State
vm
linebacker Bobby Henderson
and Tiger linebacker
Don
(orUOPin its final home game the contest in a span of one
Featuring
and
cornerback
Monte
NEW PORTABLE TYPEWRITERS
Sutton, a converted center.
of the season.
minute, and either UOP had
Jackson. "Henderson is a
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
trouble adjusting to the new
Harrell. the5-10.175-pound super, super player." said
RENT-TO OWN
But for the rest of the rules or they were out to prove
senior
speedster
from Mallei, while voicing the same$10 Per (ponib—all rent applied on purchase.
afternoon it was all Brazil as their
Stockton, carried 30 times for praise about Jackson. "Ernie
physical strength, as
a casual place to get together
Keep until', pgid for or return any time.
they opened up a 3-0 lead in the numerous Paeifieans found
226 yards (a 7.5 average) and
Zampese, who coaches the
No
tricks
No
gimmicks
No
inlerest
for
an
evening
of gooci times and good talk
first quarter and proceeded to
three touchdowns in a 26-17 defensive backs says that
themselves on the sidelines
ED MONAGHAN'S
add to it as regular intervals
2041 Pacific Ave. 462*1820
sitting
out
major
foul intersectional w in over Texas. Jackson is as good or better
• Downtown—249 E. Miner
throughout the game, (filbert
Arlington. He alsoyiccounted than Willie Buchanan. Nate
penalties.
• Lincoln Center North
Gargiulo scored five goals to
Parking in rear of Doris Place
for a two-point conversion and
Wright, and Tom Hayes,"
With a record of 8-7-1. the
• Lodi—107 W. Pine St.
lead their effort while Pedro
JSlyp
waterpoloers travel to Concord returned three kickolls for 63 Mal'fei added. All three of those
Pineirolli added two more.
NORTH STORE NEXT TO PAY LESS
yards.
players start in the NFL.
tomorrow for a battle against
OPEN SATURDAYS til S P.M.
The
defensive
line
is
huge
Sutton
contributed
12
tackles without aid against and are led by senior end Mark
Sims (6'5 250 lbs.), and MikeTexas (Arlington) and helped
on five others, including two Gilbert (6'2", 252 lbs.). The
Irom pg. four
middle
guard
is
Alan
that were for losses. The 6-4.
"Cookie Monster" Thompson,
230 pound sophomore from
from pg. four
been good all year, but Caddas
Lakeside was credited with one- w ho is finally having the kind of
'A good student, with a 3.3
feels that this was their best
year he had last season.
pass deflection, also.
grade-point average, Lenny is
game as a unit.
•••
Delensively, the Tigers a living example of what hard
••I
— — —
- - made the big plays when they work and dedication can bring.
157 mg. MMIS Silind BatkjivftoNiim
m
on Pacific kit Mracta MM
had to. They were consistent in He was a walk-on at L'SC and
the first half, but had a couple •stuck with the game long
YOUR LAST CHANCE—AND ££ £ BARGAIN!
of breakdowns, in the second enough to become a starter at
half, but they came through in Pacific. He came to UOP
50
ALL
Q
following his freshman year
the end. Don Sutton and Ron
SEATS
O
after not really enjoying the
Rohde played excellent ball
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games, and Caddascommends
junior Mark Fredrickson for
an excellent game at defensive
end.
Fredrickson was forced to
®ove to
defensive
end,
because of the tough luck the
tigers have had with injuries
a' that spot. Playing his first
a" game against a different
offense. Mark played very
wen.
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Lo* Angeles campus. The fact
that his freshman coach. Stan
Morrison was taking flic head
coaching job at Pacific made
his decision easier.

"DEVIL IN
MISS JONES"

(7t15 & 9:39)

1 ORIGINAL 1

1 ft

UNCUT 1

-PLUSADULTS ONLY

"DEEP
THROAT"
(8:30 ONLY)

MATINEES THURS. THRU SUN.
"THROAT" 1:00 & 3:15 "DEVIL" 3:00 ONLY

These students can help you get
moneys when you need it.

for il

It will take a super effort,
"ats lor sure," said Caddas
that he hasp" ^ regarding San Diego State,
right pe1
they are probably the bestthe
enjoy'ng
"wnced team we'll face this
nce
ear- ^ victory could atone for
f*perie
lot of things we've felt
Ibe W* - Beach
,aVfvn t gone well for us this
be^
year."
" >'',nha' play.ng
suntn>e'
ujth I*'

,

50 MUST END TUES.

s3

basi;keth»

n
he

Armato

«ines

ICE

l'4uors

3286 WEST LANE
»» 464-3886
dutiful selection

Wire

These students are bankers. Just a few
of more than 50 Bank of America
Student Representatives trained to
help other students with their indi
vidual banking needs.
Whether it's a checkbook that
won't balance, an educational
loan you don't know how to get,
or a BankAmericard® you need,
chances are one of our Student
Reps can help you out.
You see, they offer an entire pack
age of student banking services
called the College Plan® Qualify,
and you get BankAmericard, pro
tection against bounced checks,
unlimited checkwriting, and more.
All for only $1 a month* and free
during June, July and August.
Why not stop by and ask your Stu
dent Rep to tell you more about it.
At University of the Pacific, just ask
to see Kathleen Sheridan
Pacific-Harding Office
1661 Pacific Avenue
Depend on us.More California
college students do.

BEYE OPTICAL

1301W.

ROBINMOOOOOiyC

Phon* iTEAW

BANKOF AMERICA

01

Checkcosts and BankAmericard finance charges, if any, are not included

felowship
For:

In the fields of:

Benefits include:

Masters,
Engineer
and
Doctoral
Degrees

Electrical,
Aerospace and
Mechanical
Engineering,
Computer Science,
Physics and
Mathematics

Educational stipend,
dependent allowance,
all academic expenses,
professional salary,
employee benefits and
travel allowance. Value of
these ranges from
approximately $8,500
to $13,000 annually.

Be one of the more than a hundred students
to win this outstanding opportunity. You will
study at a nearby prominent university through
the Hughes Fellowship Program. Work-study
and a limited number of full-study plans are
offered. You also will gain professional expe
rience with full time summer assignments in
Hughes research and development laborato
ries. You may take advantage of a variety of
technical assignments through the Engineering
Rotation Program.
Requirements: B.S. degree for Masters Fellow
ships, M.S. degree for Engineer and Doctoral
Fellowships; U.S. citizenship; grade point
average of 3.0 or better out of a possible 4.0;
selection by Hughes Fellowship Committee.
Hughes is substantially increasing the number
of fellowship awards leading to the degree of
Engineer.
For additional information, complete and air
mail form to: Hughes Aircraft Company,
Scientific Education
O f f i c e , P.O. B o x
90515, Los Angeles,
California 90009.

HUGHES

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

An equal opportunity employer—M & F

Hughes Aircraft Company, Scientific Education Office,
World Way P.O. Box 90515, Los Angeles, Calif. 90009
Please send me information about Hughes Fellowships.
Name (printed):
Address City.

State

-Zip -

I am interested in obtaining: • Masters • Engineer • Doctoral
fellowship in the field of
I have (or expect) a Bachelor's degree in_
by .
.from
GPA is .

(Field)

(Mo., Yr.)
(Institution)
out of possible .

Also have (or expect) Master's degree in*
(Field)
by .
from .

GPA is

(Mo., Yr.)
(Institution)
.out of possible
U.S. CITIZENSHIP IS REQUIRED
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O n the set
Director John Ford (right) and actor John
Wayne confer on the set of "The Horse
Soldiers." Ford used many of the same cast
and crew members in his films, lie directed a

variety of films during his career, three of
which w ill be shown this weekend at Anderson
Y.

Ford's films here this weekend
Bv LUIS KFYKS
Considered by many
critics to have been America's
greatest director. John Ford
won lour Academy Awards lor
his direction.
Although he directed a
variety ol films during Ins allyear career, he is best
remembered tor his westerns.
This w eekend at Anderson
Y. three of K/rd'smosl famous
films w ill be shown.
"Stagecoach"
(1939)—This is the lilm that
made a star of John Wayne. It
brought the western to a level
of maturity and intelligence
the interwoven stories ol
passengers on a stagecoach
going to Lordsburg through
Indian country.
"The (irapes ol Wrath"
(194(1)—An Oscar was awarded
to Ford for his direction ol this
lilm. Adapted Irom the novel'
by John Steinbeck, this is the
story ol the .load lamily anil
their trek from the diislbowls
of Oklahoma to Calilornia

during the depression. The
movie
depicts
poverty,
injustice, hardships and
humanity
in
a
realistic
manner, and has excellent
photography.
"The Man Who Shot
Liberty Valence" (19621—This
is Ford's most important film
of the 'tills. It contains the clas
sic elements of the western.
John Wayne plays the tough
cowboy and Jimmy Stewart
plays the idealistic young
lawyer accused of killing the
bad guy. Lee Marvin. The film
has strength in the story and
the characterizations were
brilliantly directed by Ford.
Ford used many ol the
same east and crew members
over and over again in his
films—a sort ol repertory com
pany. When direcloring. Ford
rarely rehearsed a scene and
used very little film, as lie
knew what hi' wanted.
The Indians w ho live on the
Monument Valley Reserva
tion. where Ford filmed most
of his westerns, loved and

UOP
bt,
N
s Inp
Z0™
conclude^

"Dickens England," a
winter term course offering,
will enable students "to meet
some of the old Kensians."
Dr. Maurice McCullen,
who is in charge of the trip,
hopes to meet the relatives and
peoples of Dicken's time
before they pass away.
There will be a lunch
meeting
with
Dicken's
grandson, Cedric; a lecture by
the Hon. John Greaves (Mr.
Pickwick), secretary of the
Dickens fellowship, and a tour
through Dickens' house by
John Greaves.
Students will leave theU.S.
Jan. 2 and will arrive in
London. They will attend
lectures and discussions at
Birkbeck College, University
of London. Short trips will be
made to Oxford, Canterbury,
Brookstairs and Bath. There
will be museum tours, theatre
dates and Pub Crawl.'
The students will be set
loose in London for the last
week to do what they want.
They will return Feb. 2.
The
students,
in
preparation lor the trip, will
meet weekly and will read
biographies and other related
books, including K.J. Field s
"Charles Dickens,"
"Hard
Times" and "Pickwick." The
students will keep a journal
while traveling.
One enthusiastic student
enrolled in the course said of
McCullen, "He's such a neat
guv. He'U make it really lun."

respected Ford, and he them,
fie was one of the lew direc
tors who used authentic In
dians in his films and by mak
ing the films in Monument Val
ley. he brought needed in
come to the Indians.
Ford passed away last
year and was awarded the
American Film Institute Life
Achievement Award the same
year.
This weekend's festival
will provide film audiences the
rare opportunity to see these
films in their
original un
edited versions, free from latenight "drowsies" andcommer
cial interruptions.
ln this day of color film,
few realize how beautifully
efleetive and expressive black
is.
and white photography
These films provide an excel
lent example of this.
Admission to each film w ill
be 75 cents. A special tiekel w ill
be 011 sale that will admit the
bearer to all three films for
only $2.

Places are still open for the
tour.
Sign-ups have been
extended. See Dr. McCullen if
interested.

Dylan's reason
(CPS) The real reason
Bob Dylan decided to under
take his 21-city, multimillion
dollar tour was not a heavy tax
debt, or Zionist commitments
to
Israel,
reports
Elektra/Asylum head David
Gelfen, who
accompanied
Dylan on the early stages of the
tour.
"Dylan didn't do it for the
money," Geffen explained in a
Circus interview. "He did it
because of the principle be
hind it. Dylan felt that today's
music scene needed some kind
of clear lead and impetus. Bob
has been waiting for so long for
someone to pick up the ball he
threw down, and now he's had
to do it himself."
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The UOP marching h
has now concluded iis
1
after participating
ln
Pacifichomegames, one fou,
game. Homecoming and-'awaj
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The band. under
direction of David Gode,'
ecke,
one of the largest ever win
members.
On Sept. 29 the h
• « i
_
0<
provided pre-game and ^
time entertainment to
spectators at a 49ers
game.
The
performance
*is
nationally televised.
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The band also traveled
Fresno State University
Oct. 19 for pre-game and ha?
time shows.

Getting ready for 'Dicken s England
Students in the winter term course "Dicken's
England" anxiously await their venture to the
British Isles this January. Surrounding course
instructor Dr. Maurice McCullen (who is

dressed appropriately in Sherlock Holmes
garb) from left to right are: unidentified
student, Michael Nicholson, (standing rigliit)
Robert Scott (sitting left) and Kalhy Rami

Clyde Robinson at 91.3

'Bright future' predicted for KUOP
Bv CAROLYN GOODWIN
Clyde Robinson, the newstation manager at KUOP-FM
commented "I see a verybright future in public radio."
"People have not begun to
realize that they need to
participate in helping to decide
what goes on public radio.'' the
UOP graduate said.
> an allihai
National
Public
Radio
Network. Robinson has been
with the station since 1970.
"I saw the job as chief
engineer at KUOP listed in a
flyer, sent in my resume, went
through an interview and got
the job. " Robinson explained.
ROBINSON HAS been
serving on some national and
state committees, including
the National
Educational
Radio Association Board of
Directors
(1972):
National
Association of Educational
Broadcasters
Board of
Directors
(1972-present):
California
Association
of
Public
Radio
Stations

(1974):: California Campus
Radio Association Board of
Directors (1974).
As a committee member
for the National Association ol
Broadcasters.
Educational
Robinson participates on the
Executive Committee (197374) and he is also vicechairman of the association
(1974).
"KUOP
serves
the
community in several ways,
said Robinson. "The station
provides more public affairs in
the area of public meetings,
hearings and speeches by
noted personalities."
A large portion of classical
music
and
contemporary
music are presented on KUOP
also. Robinson noted starting
Dec. 7, 1974 the Metropolitan
Opera will be broadcast live
from New York City.
"KUOP also serves the
community by working with
various community groups."
"Focus" is a community show
which will air in December.

Representatives
lrom
different community agencies
will inform the public what
their agency offers to the
community and the different
services provided.
"Basically. Focus' is the
type of program which lets the
public know what's available
to
them."
commented
Robinson.
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BAND
MEMBER
assisted with Homecomj
111 -Canto*
>
Band Day, in which 26 taj
school bands and one Nan
band
participated. At J
Homecoming football ganit
the bands appeared en m
plete Pla>
half-time.
depicts
n
and h's
°'
The newest innovationtk
year was a seven-girl flagt^
The fir*1
directed by Polly Santucci.
This year's drum maj# ,vhich me^
at£s
was Bill Parks. Jr., wl illustrat
previously served as drun. Christian'*111'"
major at Lincoln High Schoo-: Indians in the
in Stockton. Maureen Groznit
a graduate of Manteca High
the Shi
School, completed her lirs -Paofila La <
year as baton twirler.
•more of a *

"THIS IS
the mos
dynamic group I'veeverhadii
work
with." commentei
Godecke, assistant to thedea
who
just completed h„
seventh year as march®
band director.

FOR THE
lust several
years KUOP has been trying to
remodel its studios. The money
for the remodeling has come
from the community and UOP.
The American Broadcasting
Corporation (ABC)
contributed $2,500: MaClatchy
Channel 13 and Stockton
Savings and Loan
both
contributed $1,000.

Band
members
expected to attend fivehoursif
classes per week, and one andi
half hour rehearsals on tfc
days of games. They receiw
credit and a small grant-in-aid

"Students,
staff
and
maintenance of UOP have
helped considerably in the
remodeling. " Robinson went
on to say. New sound-provid
ing
material.
recording
equipment and lights have
been added to the studio.

"Our goal is to have a
exciting, well-drilled group,
Godecke said. "We try li
provide total entertainmentbj
trying to play music of all kinds
that the crowd will enjoy inj
combination of music ad
pagentry. '

\

dramatic pee*'
cording t° 1111
director. It rev<
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FABULOUS SAVINGS
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SAVINGS TO 83%
Prop
Art.Over
1000
contemporary
polictical
posters.
Illust. throughout,
many in full color. Fascinating
volume of propaganda art, pro
and con, from Stalin to Mao,
Hitler to Che, Yankee Go Home
to Russki go Home. Pub. at
$20.00 Only $7.98.

Presidents on Wheels. By H.R.
Collins. The tastes, habits and
foibles ol our Presidents in the
realm of transportation, incl.
U.S. Grant getting stopped for
Zachary Taylor
speeding,
pasturing his horse on the
White House lawn,more. Over
130 rare photos. Pub., at $15.00.
Now only $4.98.

Introducing Macrame. By E.
Short.
82 photos, 42 Line
Drawings, 4 color plates.
Concise,, explanatory text,
clear
diagrams
and
stimulating photos oiler a
lively intro. to the techniques
and applications of macrame,
incl. curtains, bags, coats and
jackets, wall hangins, panels.
Pub. at $7.95. Now only $3.98

True Tales of Terror.50 illus.
Terrifying collection of true
stories by such greats as Vida
Derry,
Michael and Molly
Hardwick, Robin Miller and
Frank Usher. Guaranteed to
make your hair stand on end.
Incl. the mass hysteria caused
by Orson Wells' broadcast of
War of the Worlds, the moors
murders, the immolation of
Hiroshima, more.Pub. at $5.00.
Only $2.98.

Fads, Follies and Delusions of
the American People. Over
4000 illus. Pictorial story ol the
madnesses, crazes, and crowd
phenemenon of the last 50
years, including crooners,
flagpole sitters, ouija boards
and phony quiz shows, hulahoops and hippies: much more.
Pub. at $10.00. Only $4,98.
The Romance of Firefighting.
Over
300
pictures.
Magnificent, colorful saga of
America's great firemen and
fires; a glowing history, filled
with adecdotes, lithographs,
paintings, photos and prints,
including Currier and Ives.
Pub. at $7.50. Only $4.98.

The Holy Bible. King James
version.
Black simulated
leather, semi-overlapping
cover, red edges: 16 Full Color
photos, 8 Full Color maps.
Superb study Bible loaded with
speaeial features incl. sellpronouncing text, 52 pages of
bible-study aids plus a 128 page
concordance, and more. Pub.
at $5.95 Now only $2.98.

Popular Chinese Cookery. By
A. M. Burt.
32 photos in
exquisite full color. The suble
splendor of Prawn Sweet and
Sour, Soy Rings, Leek Soup,
Almond Cream with Chow
Chow,etc., in marvelous
recipes tailored for occidental
kitchens. Extra value import
only $2.98.

01

Asiatic Mythology.
By J.
Backin.With 16 beautiful 4color
plates
and
354
monochromes.
A detailed
account of the myths and
stories with explanations of the
accompanying art together
with the history of the various
religions and sects: Persia,
Kafirs, Buddism in India,
Brahamic
mythology
and
more. Pub. at$i2.50. Nowonlv
$6.98.
(If*"

Norman Rockwell Illustrator.
By Arthur Guptill. 437 illus. all
in Full Color. Beautulul, bestselling volume which shows
the works of America's most
beloved artist and offers a
pictorial panorama of a
growing and
changing
America.
Thirty years of
Saturday Evening Post covers,
hundreds of anecdotes, all of
Rockwell's
most famous
works and special illustrations
done just for this book.Pub. at
$17.00. Now only $7.98.

Monsters Whos Who. By D.
arber. 116 illus., 20 in Full
Color.
Crammed into one
picture-packed book are all the
monster stars you love ot fear
and their blood-curdling
diabolical deeds and histories,
incl. Dracula, The Thing, King
Kong, Godzilla,
Frankenstein,many more.
Only $4.98

Why a Duck? Ed. by R. J.
Anobile. Intro, by Groucho
Marx.. Over 600 photos. The
hilarious Marx
Brothers
movies Horse Feathers, A
Night at the Opera, etc. A
wildly funny volume of visual
and verbal gems incl. The
Tutsie-Fruitsie
Scene.
Groucho's love scenes,etc..
Pub. at $7.95. Now only $4.98.

Popular Drinks for All
Occasions: Alcoholic and non
alcoholic. 32 full color illus.
Over 130 recipes
for
refreshing, thirst quenching,
delectable drinksall kinds of
drinks for all kinds of people
for any occasion and mood.
Extra value import only $2.98
Great ComicsOver 4000 illus.,
16 pages in lull color. From 50,
years of joy and adventure,
from comic strips that stilllive
and others gone but not
forgotten: Dick Tracy, The
Teenie
Weenies,
Winnie
Winkle, The Gumps, many
more. Pub. at $9.95. Now onlv
$5.98.

A.

fi
The Great Comic Book Hereos.
Reproduced in glorious color,
the
origins
and
early
adventures of the
classic
super-hereos of the comics
including Superman, Batman!
Capt. Marvel, Capt. America
and more. Pub. at $9.95. Now
only $5.98.

the
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Train Wrecks. By R.C. Reed
Hundreds of exciting photos."
Thrilling pictorial history of
accidents on
the mainline,
wrecks which brought horror
articles, songs, etc. Pub. at
$12.95. Now only $3.98.

The Philosophy of Confucious.
rans.
by
J. Legge.The
Philosophy of the great Chinese
sage whose teachings of virtue
m
personal
lire
and
government benefited and still.ne
people in m
religions Handsomely bound
«n simulated leather, stamped
in alchemic gold.
Extra value import only $2.9g.
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Pajaros " <th0 k- _T
s) reveals
the hardshine •
People s Sr.'? the Mexjean
fornia. The migration l° CaU"
"better life" fn th° q ^ 3
land of
Plenty."

Are you tired trying to find
things to do in good old
"Tuleburg" and given up to the
television?
Why
not
"venture" out to Webster
Junior High this Thursday for a
game of volleyball with a group
of people who just want to have
tun.

S?*=aS5
s
and daughters.
Olaso said, "We art,
re those
children a, .
cnuoren that are left of those
ancestors. We are carrying 0„
struggle,h0llhey4a«»

DerUaanCol.t0 *

held

at

the

The Venture, organized as
an adult, non-family group,
provides an opportunity for
individuals to meet new
people with mutual interests.

Show times will be Nov. 8-9
and Nov l0at2p.
Til i
m
$1 50 £ al,X',,$2 l0r adults and
$1-50 for students. The can be
obtained at the college box'

nin •
Delta s
campus.

uild'ng

Z9A on
Kensington
Way

David Nichtern warms them up
The DavidNichtern group performs the warmup act at last Friday's ASUOP-sponsored
dance/concert in
Raymond Great Hall.
Nichtern, who wrote many of the songs on

Maria Muldaur's "Midnight at the Oasis"
album, will return Nov. 22 when ASUOP will
be presenting "Cowboy Dance." The Rowan
Brothers headlined last Friday's event.

•d •

The first acto, "El Pago,"
„hich means "the payment."
illustrates
the
Spanish
Christianizing of
the AztecIndians in the 1600s.

VegieS/ unite!
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According to a study by a
committee of the National
Academy of Sciences, plants
can yidld the same nutri
tional value as high-quality
animal protein foods if they are
"judiciously" combined. The
ireport went on to explain that
individual plants do not contain
protein with all eight of the es
sential amino acids, but that
combining different foods (like
cereal grains and beans) will
yield complete protein equal in
quality to meat.
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fi and 10 p.m. George Harrison and Ravi Shankar at the Oakland
UMiseum.
6:30 and 9 p.m. John Ford Film Festival at Anderson V.
7. 8:30 and 10 p.m. Video Tape Series presents Ate Trucking Company.
Anderson Y Lounge.
8 p.m. Newman Club Lecture—Dr. Ruiimmdo Ranikkur Wl'C 140
8 p.m. Gregg Allman at Winterland.
8 p.m. 'Cantos y Llantosde Pueblo/ ethnic theatre production Delta
College , Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8:30 p.m. "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men" at Stockton Civic Theatre.

Tomorrow
1:30,4,6:30 and9 p.m. John Ford Film Festival at Anderson Y.
7,8:30 and 10 p.m. Video Tape Series presents Aee Trucking Company.
Anderson Y Lounge.
8 p.m. "Cantos y Llantosde Pueblo," ethnic theatre production. Delia
College Speech-Arts Auditorium.
8 p.m. Gregg Allman at Winterland
8 p.m. Randy Newman at Berkeley Community Theatre.
8:30 p.m. "Ceremonies in Dark Old Men" at Stockton Civic Theatre.

That group ol people,
Sunday, November 10
known as the Walden Venture
of the Sierra Club, hold 1:30. 4, 6:30 and 9 p.m. John Ford Film Festival at Anderson Y.
meetings with a gym as their
7.30 p.m. New Riders of the Purple Sage at Sacramento Memorial
Auditorium.
office and a net as their table.
8 p.m. Fairport Convention and Ozark Mountain Daredevils at
They organize informal trips to
San Francisco, the Sierras and Berkeley Community Theatre.
the coast.
Tuesday, November 12

students Pan'Sh and English
students are used in the per-

Sr.„sge speech

Tonight

"We are planning a
Thanksgiving weekend trip to
the snow . We'll stay in one of
the Sierra Club huts near Soda
Springs."
said
Wendy
Burnette.
a
Raymond
graduate and an organizer of
the Venture.

reliance on a single plant food
source like a cereal grain or
starchy root crop as in the Zen
Macrobiotic Diet.
To ensure proper nutrition
the study recommended that
vegetarians consume two daily
servings of high-protein meat
alternatives like legumes,
nuts, peanut butter, dairy pro
who
ducts or eggs. Those
exclude dairy products from
their diets should add liberal
amounts of dark green, leafy
vegetables or fortified soy
bean milk, as sources of
calcium and riboflavin.

The National Academy
study was the first concession
by the scientific establish
ment to the research on
The greatest risk vege
"protein
complementarity"
tarians face, the committee'
presented by Francis Moore
warned, comes from heavy
Lappe in her book Diet For a

The Venture has arranged
("ips to San Francisco parks
and plays, snow camping and
skiing excursions in theSierras
and even a trip to the
Rennaissance Pleasure Faire.

Small Planet. In that 1971 book
Lappe first presented the
notion that foods containing
incomplete protein can be
combined to complement each
other and produce complete
protein
amino
acid
configuration.
In another study the
National
Cancer Institute
concluded that vegetarians
may be less susceptible to
cancer than meat eaters.

"To set a proper control,
the institute compared the
cancer rate among nondrinking,
non-smoking
Mormons
with that among
non-drinking,
non-smoking
and non-meat-eating Seventh
Day Adventists. Preliminary
conclusions of the five year
study are that meat-eating
Mormons have twice the
cancer rate of the vegetarian
Adventists.

"The trip is open to
anyone, unlike Sierra Club
functions. It willcost $6 per day
while transportation and wine
are above and beyond." said
Rurnctte. They have plans to
pack in turkeys for theholiday.
There is a core of about 29
people who show up at the
weekly volleyball games 6p.m.
Thursdays at Webster (on the
corner of Alpine and Interstate
5). The volleyball games are
usually
followed by an
excursion to a local
pizza
parlor or to a local wine lasting
room.

8:15 p.m. Visiting Artist Elly Ameling,Soprano. Conservatory.
Wednesday, November

13

8 p.m. Deep Purple at the Cow Palace.
8:15 p.m. Faculty Chamber Music Recital. Conservatory.
Thursday, November 14
7:30 p.m. Gay People's Union Meeting. Call 466-1496 for location.
8:15 p.m. Senior Recital. Rick Harrison, Trumpet. Conservatory.

The membership ranges in
age from 20 to 35 years old and
eonie from all walks of life.
"We're really
a motley
group." said Burnel'te.
She doesn't think there are
any LOP students involved
with the Venture, 'but they are
most' welcome if interested.
Also, any ideas for any type of
outing are especially invited.
The Venture coordinates
many of its activities with the
Stockton
Bicycle
Club.
Stockton Sailing Club, the
YMt'A and the Sierra Club.
They publish a monthly
newsletter outlining the events
they have planned lor the
nionlft ahead. It can he picked
up at the Anderson Y. For any
further information, contact
Wendy Burnette at 948-7524
(day) or 948-3525 (night) or Jim
Bock at 477-8607.

FABULOUS SAVING
0M H0UDAY CIFI BOOKS

Two UOP profs

to appear on tv
Two
UOP
faculty
members will be appearing
next week on ''Morning Scene"
on KOVR, Channel 13.
On Monday, November 11,
W. Barry West of the
Communicative
Disorders
Department will discuss a cribo-gram unit, which is a device
that helps detect hearing loss
in newborn infants. Four units
have been purchased for
UOP's Speech, Language and
Hearing Center by Junior Aid
of Stockton.
On Tuesday, November 12,
Dr.
Roger
T. Barnett,
associate
professor
of
geography, will discuss the
world food shortage. Barnett is
teaching a course this
sqmester on "Agriculture,
Food and Famine" that deals
with this ' issue.
Bob Russell is the host for
"Morning Scene", scheduled
on weekdays from 7 to 8 a.m. on
Channel 13.

SAVINGS TO 83%
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An American Death. TThe
true story of the assassination
of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr..
and the greatest manhunt o(
our time. Bused upon some oi
the
most
massive
documentation ever
assembled in a criminal casewill become an American
classic. 15 pages of photos.
PJUB. AT $10.00. Only $1.98-

Ttfu

The Great Book of Wine The
most complete and the most
beautiful book on wine ever
produced. Illustrated in full
color
with 44 specially
prepared maps with wine
regions, complete information
on how to read a wine label and
how to recognize the quality oi
the wine you buy. A complete
encyclopedia, the perfect gift
book, and a must for any wine
lover's library. Pub. at $50.00 .
Only $19.98.

The Fortune Tellers.32 pages
of full color illustrations. One
of the most comprehensive
books in the field, this is an
intriguing
collection
of
traditional
methods
of
divination ranging from the
Tarot to Tasseography.
Contains
a
wealth
of
information on less will known
methods of fortune telling such
as the Runes and scrying, as
well as the more familiar I
Ching and palmistry. Some of
the most famous occultists
reveal their Secrets. Pub. at
$7.95. Only $3.98.

Down the Colorado. Contains
John
Wesley
Powell's
dramatit journal of 1869 when
ten men in four boats swept
down the raging Colorado
River, over rapids considered
impassable, to chart the
unexplored river and its
surrounding
canyons.
Includes a 48 page gallery of
four color photographs by
America's
loremost
photographer of nature. Pub.
al $30.00. Only $12.98.

Honor Thy Father.Inside the
Mafia in Sicily and the US.
America's
24
separate
tamilies. dons Genovese.
Lucky Luciano, Profaci.
dozens more. How they live,
where they live, what they do.
in absorbing sometimes
shocking, human terms. 22
photos. Pub. at $10.00. Only
$1.98.

The Art of Jewelry.
By
Graham Hughes. Lavishly
illustrated with 242 photos.
Tells the story of jewelry ; its
history, its changing styles, its
craftsmen and its designers
and their techniques, its great
collectors and patrons, its
discoverers, its value and
allure. Pub. at $25.00. Only
$14.98.

The Blind Beauty.Pasternak's
last work, an unfinished play
come to light nine years after
his death.
The first part
completed, the second begun
andjthe third mapped-out, it
was to span the hisolry of the
liberation of the serfs in 19th
century Russia.

All About Camping. For every
kind of away-from-it-trip. The
handbook that really opens up
the outdoors
Includes
survival skills, backpacking,
woodslore, mountain, desert,
snow travel, tents, saddle and
pack trips, backwoods first
aid, conoe ways, trail cooking
and map and compass use.
Illustrated. Pub.al$7.95. Only

Pub. al $3.95. Only $1.00.

Creating Art from Anything.
By Dona Meilach. A handbook
for students, teachers and
artists that explores the use of
everyday objects as art
materials. Concise and well
illustrated with 250 black and
white and color photographs.
This is a highly attractive and
useful book on the trend known
as found object art. Pub. at
$7.95. Only $3.98.
Candlemaking: A Step by Step
Guide. A basic primer for the
would be eandlemaker, with
easy to follow instructions for
designing, executing and even
selling candles.
Includes
descriptions of material and
tools, how to prepare and color
the wax and how to create
molds. Pub. at $4.95 Only
$1.49.

Health Foods. By Marjorie
Miller. A complete guide to the
various types and kinds of
health foods including their
nutritional value. Learn how to
prepare and enjoy them with a
collection of recipes that are
both nutrtious and delicious.
Pub. at $4.95. Only $1.49.

Thiry Strange Stories. By H.G.
Wells.The great master of
science fiction was also a
devoted writer of science
fiction was also a devoted
writer of uncanny and
macabre tales. Here are the
best thirty of his imaginative
stories in this genre. Pub. at
$10.00 Only $3.98.

The American Movies.A
pictorial guide to over 1000 of
the best and most popular
sound films, as well as
illustrated compilations of all
the film awards from 1927 to
the present.
Over 1000
photos.Pub. at $17.50. Only
$6.98.

Karloff: The Life of Boris
Karloff.A perceptively written
biography, following Karloff's
career from its
difficult
befinnings, to his classic
creation of the Frankenstein
monster and his later films and
television
work.
Over 25
photos and a chronological list
of his films. Pub. at $5.95.
Only$1.98.

^he Complete
Works of
William Shakespeare. All that
Shakespeare ever wrote-a fine,
complete editions following
the arrangement of the First
Folio of 1623 with "Pericles"
the poems and sonnets
appended.
1,100 double
column
pages:
ribbon
bookmark. Special value$2.98.

Cosell.
By
Howard
Cosell.Arrogant,
pompous,
obnoxious,
vain,
cruel,
verbose, a show-oil'. "1 have
been called all of these. Of
course, 1 am." That's Howard
Cosell telling it like it is. He
writes about
Patterson.
Liston. Durocher.
Namalh,
Foreman, Jimmy
Brown.
Vince Lombardi. Jackie
Robinson and many more. He
tells great stories about them,
tragic, dramatic, or hilariousand always revealing. Cosell's
autobiography
will rank
among the best sports books of
our time. Pub. at $8.95. OnlV
2.98.

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE--ON CAMPUS
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Survey

ICCUSA elects COP
senior president

from pg- one

"ICCUSA has a- great
amount of potential poyver and
influence both in the California
legislature and with
the
administrations of the various
colleges,"
said
Allen.
"However, this can only hap
pen with a great amount of
work and enthusiasm on the
part of the members."
Larry Ginesi,
ASUOP
president, described ICCUSA
as "having growing pains, butI
foresee it establishing a viable
force in state politics."

Lucinda Allen, a senior at
COP, has been elected
president of the Independent
California
College
and
University
Association
(ICCUSA)!
The election was held Oct.
27 during ICCUSA's statewide
conference
at
Claremont
Men's College in Claremont.
ICCUSA was orgaized six
months ago through the efforts
of ASUOP and student govern
ments of Occidental, Mills
College, Santa Clara and USC.
It now has a membership of 27
private California colleges and
universities.

Students
who
are
interested in working for
ICCUSA are urged to contact
Lucinda Allen, Bambi Singer,
Scott Cunningham or the
ASUOP offiq^

ICCUSA
MEMBERS
already have one success to
"their credit. Using a massive
letter-writing campaign to
demonstrate student support,
they were instrumental in the
passage of the tuition grant bill
Ihrough the California Legi
slature.
The aims of ICCUSA
involve grassroots lobbying for
legislation. This would help
provide student services and
better inter-campus communi
cation.

Above average
turnout for
election day

Approximately
1,000
persons, mostly UOP students
turned out to vote at the
Anderson Y
precinct on
election day, Tuesday.
A spokesman for Anderson
Allen's ideas for future Y commented that this turnout
legislation include expansion was "above average." About
of tuition grant and state 150 to 200 of those voting at the
scholarship funding, an
18 local precinct were nonyear-old drinking law, day student residents living near
care centers at private col • campus.
leges and universities and
The poll opened at 7 a.m.
work-study bills.
and closed at 8 p.m.
Future student services
such as booking speakers, j,.* *•****••**•
concerts, and providing legal *
Copies of the '72 and '74 *
and insurance services could *Naranjado (Pacific's now- -k
come about through research
extinct yearbook) may be *
of student needs and existing
^obtained at the Pacifiean *
services on the different ^office, third floor of North *
campuses.
l Hall, Nov. 11-15.
*

CU/UjDUS6I
tr.

l
CMfT,

Art in action demonstrations Nov. 18-30
Macrame, jewelry, making, stained glass,
applique, and pillow making.
High quality crafts accepted for Christmas I

1603 Pacific Ave.
Ph. 463-1466

Kids enjoyed 'frat' Halloween
Last Wednesday, October 30, Sigma Alpha Epsilon held its
annual Halloween party for l."> children, ages eight to 11, of the
Children Home in Stockton. The members of the house brought
the kids in. and treated them to lun and games, and many
tricks and treats. The house was decorated, and a group of
members headed by Keith Watterson turned the third floor
into a haunted house. In this picture RA Gordon Lewis gives
Lashelle a ride around to the hot spots of the house.

Photo by Bob Lowe

Name the grocery and
win $10 of free food

& Pacific, $23.68;
NorCal PIRG suspects Alpine
Bookstore, UOP,
U.O.P.
that many small, independent
Medico Dental Buil
pharmacists^ prices will be $25.50;
higher in comparison
to ding. $26.34; Don Quick, 106
Center,
$27.44;
larger, chain-afliliated stores -Lincoln
Cali
because they are likely forced Dentone's, 540 North
fornia, $28.20, Happels
buy
in
smaller
quantities
to
Prescription Pharmacy. 1132
and sell at lower volume.
E.Waterloo,$28.46; Day&Nite
' 'Many smaller stores may Drugstore, 134
E. Weber.
be forced to compete on the $28.62: Forty-pine Drug, 937 N.
basis of convenience and per Yosemite, $28.66; Lincoln Vil
sonal attention to customers lage Pharmacy, 323 Lincoln
instead of price," said NorCal Center, $29.04; College Phar
PIRG coordinator Susan macy, 2353 Pacific Ave.,
Phillips. "For the consumer. $29.09; Eden Park Pharmacy,
I suppose it is a question ol 247 N. El Dorado, $29.45; Rose
which is more important."
Rexall. 1926 Pacific, $29.69.
The following 21 items
THE FOLLOWING is a list were used in the survey.
of the UOP students who parti Listerine, 14 oz.; Crest Tooth
cipated in the survey: Sue paste. regular flavor, 7 oz.;
Anderson, Stella Benavides, Kleenex, standard white. 200
Steve Gallagher, Ted Gostin, sheets; Q-Tips, 170 tips; AlkaAlisa Kim, Kris Konop, Bruce Seltzer, 25 tabs; Vaseline Jel
Patton, Susan Phillips, Car ly, jar, 7 1/2 oz.:
Tampax
men Rocha, Judy Takahashi, regular, 40; Bufferin, 100 tabs;
G. Werner, and Hilary Wiggin. Murine, 0.6 oz.: ChapStick, .15
On the following page is a oz.: Efferdent, 40 tabs: Contac
list of the stores surveyed, Cold Capsules, 20 tabs; Drislisted from cheapest to most tan Nasal. Mist, 1/2 oz.; Phil
expensive. K-Mart, 5757 Paci lips Milk of Magnesia, 12 oz..
fic Ave., $20.53; Gemco Phar Vicks Formula 44 Syrup, 6oz.;
macy, 4707 Pacific Ave., Vicks VapoRub, 1.3oz.; One-A$21.03: Safeway, 6632 Pacific
Day Vitamins, 100 tabs; John
Ave., $22.33; Albertson's, 6435
son's Baby Powder, 9 oz.; GilPacific Ave., $22.63; Thrifty
bite .Foamy, regular, 11 oz.;
Drug, 4950 Pacific Ave., $22.72;
Dial Bar Soap, 5 oz.; Sure Deo
Payless, 6455 Pacific Ave., dorant. Super Dry, 11 oz.
$23.15; Lucky Supermarket,

Rap night

The grocery, which was t<^
open next Monday under the
management of ASUOP Vice

President Mark Rogo, will not
open for at least another week,
when the university will be
able to take beneficial
occupancy of some portions of
the Center.
If you have any ideas for a
name for the new grocery
store, even if they aren't
original, tell Rogo at ASUOP.
If your idea is used, you will
receive $10 of free food.

Pre—Law Students .?
Register now for the December or Febrary LSAT
Review Course.
MAXIMIZE YOUR LSAT SCORE

Instruction in exam-taking techniques used
successfully by California pre-law students.
Taught in Berkeley and San Francisco by practicing
lawyers. Cost:$85.
COURSE FOR DEC.7 LSAT STARTS NOV.20
COURSE FOR FEB!8 LSAT STARTS JAN.22

For information call 415-254-7045 or write P.O.
Box 54 Orinda.Ca. 94563

One student complained ol
the continuing maintenance
problems around campus,
particularly in Farley House,
where persons receive elec
trical shocks when attempting
to use irons and vacuum
cleaners. "We are doing all we
can to correct these main
tenance problems.
Winterberg said.

the

Colliver Lectures.

Colliver Lectures
from pg. one

LECTURES,

officially entitled "Human
Liberation: New Day for Mar
riage and Family Relation
ships," also included a series of
live workshops dealing with
such topics as "Communica
tion
in
the
1' ami 1>
Responsibility and Freedom
in Human Liberation.
and
"Alternatives to the Nuclear
Family."

Newman
features
Panikkar

Clinebell himself is a prolessor of pastoral counseling at
the School ol Theology at
Claremont College and is a
member of the faculty of Clare
mont Graduate School. lie has

Dr. Raimundo Panikkar
will speak on the subject "The
Circularity of Time—An
Asian Challenge to Western
Religions" tonight as part of
the
Cardinal
Newman
Lectures.
Panikkar,
of
HinduA
SUGGESTION
was
made by a student to start an Catholic origin, maintains that
apprenticeship program on Hindu philosophy is "in reality,
congruent
with
campus, perhaps through the more
than
is
maintenance department. Christianity
McCaffrey responded . 1 think Aristotelian philosophy."
He has studied in Spain,
it is a good idea and should lie
Germany
and Italy
and
looked in to."
presently holds three doctorate
A series ol slides were degrees. He is also an ordained
shown during the session, illus priest.
He will be speaking tonight
trating plans for the utilization
8 p.m. in Albright
of the newly acquired Delta at
Auditorium inWPC.
campus.

Last week on the night
before Halloween, two UOP
Greek houses collected over
$150 for the United Nations
Children Fund (UNICEF) by
going door-to-door throughout
neighborhoods
surrounding
the campus.

420 E. MalnSt.

Charter Way Inn

462-4322

BANKING

COLOk T.V.
HEATED POOL

WED.

LIKE A COUNTRY PICNIC!
Fill your plate high with special
meats, breads, homemade soups,
original salads, & delicious crepes.
Make your lunch break exciting...
meet us at the WOODSHED!

FRIENDSHIP
INNS

500 WEST CHARTER WAY
AT IMTPBtTATS C

NOV. 13

A bank offers a miriad of career
opportunities.
Banking, be it local,
regional, or international could be for you.

piHCCTDlAUPHOHCS „SOME WATER BEDS

PAR-fl^l
^U U U L I

Though banking is not for you, learn what
is behind your checking and savings
accounts. Learn about loans and the trust
department.

H©M-\

-3r<

WE©. Il

L

Live music Theirs, and Fri. nights
OPEN
11 a.m. to 11 p.m.

LAFAYETTE AUTO REPAIR
732 East Lafayette Street
Repairs on all makes of foreign autos

-TUNE UPS
-ELECTRICAL

-BRAKE WORK
-TRANSMISSIONS

-MAJOR ENGINE WORK
any foreign car made
-MCUJMNGr-

MG

BMW

PORSCHE

w

vie*s

students

„l the Raihsk""

The Colliver lx>ct tires «H1
established in 1957 by Di
George H. Colliver and have
since been conducted in kj
memory. In Colliver's words,
they present "a new oppofl.
unity for all who are engaged
in the work of Christian per
sonality fulfillment througk
the home, church, school aid
group agencies, to share their
concerns and to study in lei
low ship."

Alpha Kappa Lambda aid
TriDelta took the time outtt
collect for UNICEF at a tint
when every nickel and dim
they received could save a
For the first time in its}
year history. UNICEF has!
elared a state of worldwii
emergency.
- J
Five
hundred millkl
children in the poorest
least-developed countries
Africa, Asia and Latin Am
ica are now threatened wl
malnutrition and evenl
starvation
because
droughts, skyrocketing I
Ration and actual food and li
shortages.
according
UNICEF.
UNICEF states thai tW
annual income is "lessthan#
, amount spent on world aril
ments in two hours.' Alst
"The death rate from |11U'4
among children has bed
lowered from 3.5 million 1111"

f-

classified ads

I I I I I M lII II I MTU

.4

I

ersity Crt
TbeLln'v'

'50s to less than one millionP'
year,.. .with UNICEF.six#

Sponsored by the Bank of Stockton

BEER & MUSIC THURSDAY
NIGHTS

written such books '8 ••Tin
Intimate Marriage." 1 Liiii.
ing Sell and Society Thin
Growth Groups." ;«'<! -Tit
People Dynamic."

IINICEF drive
gets Greek aid

A CAREER SEMINAR
STOCKTONS NEWEST MOTOR INN-

atver Lectures

nr Howard J. Clinebell Jr. addressed a group last Mondav
nigh"in the Central Methodist Church during the 18th annual |

THE

from pg. one
The Full Belly Deli - The
Fud Pucker - Mama Ginesi's Munch A Bunch - Food Inc. VThe Trough. These are just a
few of th prospective names
people have come up with to
name the student-run grocery
in the University Center.
/

Clinebell

|Wanted: CO PA needs see'ty to
Expert Typing: Dissertations,
work 10-15 hi s. per week. Must
theses, term papers, etc. done
type
wpm. Call Donna at
tvue 40 wnm
professionally by Genevieve
946-2304
Macias. Hours: 6 p.m. thru 10
I Wedding
Photography: P.m. Call 478-0354.
| Looking for a photograpger
Typing: Expert typist desires
who can do the exciting new
Papers that need to be typed.
Mystics. Wisps. Keepsakes,
Call Carol 478-9157. M-TH 9-6
and Fantasies, as well as the ,FRI. 2-6
traditionals? Call J ere Moore
at 948-5368.
JOBS
ON
SHIPSINo

I

| Wanted:Students interested in
• going to South America over
J Christmas
please
contact
| Micheie French at
ASUOP
Travel Service.

experience

required.

Worklw'de
traveTpntrPay
S Ummer
career
T
career.
SendH $3,00J^or
f
or

012™^". SEAFAX.Dept.

ox
2.049
Hon
• Charter Flights: ASUOP travel Angeles u,
Wa. 98362*
' service is ottering a special
I charter to New York over
Auto Repair: Professional
• Christmas vacation . The cost
experience on foreign and
J will tic $219. round trip.
domestic autos.
Large and
| Contact travel service in
small jobs. Low prices, Call
ASUOP oi l ice.
Don Hardin at 464-7210.
Need magic fingers? We've got F
«r
Sale:
I 20 to do your typing lor you
guitar.like
| Ca'l Patty or LivVy at 478-2400 c^Fen^
^

For Kent: "Lovely room nej
UOP.
Kitchen priviledgrij
shower and bath. Senii-pi'iVillt
entrance. $75. Availablei#
3 0
.^Ktnu,
Call Marion Jacobs eves .V„, ' l«u iu-jI
wkends. 462-0615.
Di(s
^•iii
For Rent: Large 2 bdri f

kttv „

house. 1 mi. from curn|)U|,
Partially
furnished-uk
students. $190. Cull 462- ]
eves, or w kends.
Typing: Typist
selectric
carbon rlD
typewriter wants work
manuscripts,dissertations'
theses. References. Cal'
8384.

Wanted: Live-in babjsit"3
Winter term. Rm.. bd..ands' '
Call 951-2652 now.

f

It

Sf,

:s!>

For Sale: KPl
speakers $100 pair
«!lS.s'!N,..
1
condition. Call Ed: 4,52-#
ri'bi,,

KS
\ tll'V
Tutoring offered in Hern '"!
1

TRIUMPH
VW
N

AUDI

DATSUN

TOYOTA

Handing
I

Paul Davey, owner

1

Washington

J

r

4

p

m

-

DOWNTOWN
STOCKTON

Native sp^iker. Call T77

|For Sale: Hagstrom 111 solid
1 body electric guitar.
Fast

Sn^T' ln'°: 'Toguancy

Iaction, good lead guitar

s TTh«

|tone controls. 3 pick'" ops'*
Includescord.case.strap. Call
ISteve 477-9138.
[wanted: Men's 3 or 5 speed
Ibike. Call John-369-9009.

HI

urmrt

•

I Wanted: Rashers lor Delta
IGamma.
Fall Mrs. Anderson
I at 462-0980.

counseling.M\VF9.
mornings. Clinic Wed
-e.ut 6:30p.,„. C all 464,4m!.
0"(la
,nini
trail
$iooaUGood
r !'cond
an.»ioo.
1 iui.i

C in

Ads for Needles and^
f %
must be submitted
floor North Hall W % ti,!]1"
K ""p.
.
|l
L(l, b,yC
on Monday, or ca
4ti„
2114.
X

x;u

Rein " d$4-1 °nu,k' rooninmto.
'and

MiT 'H>

r\
UR
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